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Saga Considers
New Meal Plan

Fast to Benefit
Hartford
Food Bank

the College Thomas A. Smith
commented that the success of the
„ food service, Saga
_ food service "is dependent on the
The
College
corporation,
is
the pos- manager and%e are lucky to have a
i
i studying
d i th
sible implementation of a ten-meal g o o ( j manager." The Saga contract
plan for the next term. The plan, if i s r e n e w a b l e on a yearly basis,
adopted, would allow a student to
The Saga Corporation, which is
choose any ten meals aa week,
excluding weekends, at a cost of headquartered in Menlo Park,
California, services 393 schools.
$425.
According to Saga food service The Corporation experienced a
Director Jeff Wilson, approximate- drastic drop in earnings in fiscal
ly 1,300 surveys have been given 1979. Earnings for fiscal 1978 were
out to students to determine 8.2 million dollars on 557 million
interest in the ten-meal plan. So dollars in revenue. Earnings for
far, results of the survey, which is fiscal 1979 dropped to 1.5 million
not yet complete, show an equal dollars on revenues of 655.5 million
dollars. A spokeswoman for SAGA
number of students for and against
Corporation said most of the drop
the plan.
in earnings came in the education
The proposed plan would cost
division. During the first quarter of
$42S as opposed to $490 for the
fiscal 1980 the Corporation earned
nineteen-meal plan. Wilson ex$865,000 on revenues in excess of
plained why the cost is only $65
156 million dollars.
less for almost half as many meals
A Tripod survey of other New
by pointing to the percentage of
attendance. Wilson said that past England colleges showed that
experience has shown that 80-85 Trinity has one of the besf systems
per cent attendance can be ex- of alternative meal plans, ^should
pected for the 19-meal plan; He be noted that this survey dealt only
expects that attendance at the with the variety of meal plans
ten-meal plan would be 90-100 per available, and not with the quality
cent. Wilson pointed out that if of food.
attendance at the 19-meal plan was
Wesleyan University in Middlein the 90-100 per cent range the •:• •'•tc^,lCo^MjtectJcut;"Js;: also part of
cost would be considerably higher.
the Saga system. They offer 19,
Wilson said that last year, 14, ind 9 meal plans in their main
Trinity's Saga earned a pre-tax dining area. The cost of their 19
profit of only 3.5 per cent on • meal plan is $565, which is $70
revenues in excess of a million more than Trinity's 19 meal plan.
dollars. These profits, hesays, are Even their 14-meal plan cost $35
about average for the food service more than Trinity's 19-meal plan.
industry.
Amherst College offers only a
Wilson also-denied the long twenty-one meal plan which is
rampant rumor that there are mandatory for residence students.
Williams' one plan is 20 meals per
different grades of Saga service
arouna the country.
He said, week for S560. Bates also offers
"There never has been and there only a 20-meal plan. Bowdotn
never will b e " Saga " A " service, offers a 19-meal plan for $547 per
semester which is mandatory for
Saga " B " service, etc.
Dean of Students David Winer residents, and Colby College has a
says the administration is very twenty oue-mea! plan for $530 per
satisfied with Saga food. Winer semester. All these colleges' food
said that, "For institutional food, services are run by the respective
it's very good. Wilson offers a college and not by an outside
diverse menu."\ Vice President of concern.
by Steven Elmendarf

by Megan White
On Thursday, November 15,
Americans across the country will
have an opportunity to make a
simple yet powerful commitment to
the world's hungry by participating
in the sixth annual Fast for a World
Harvest. Trinity students will also
have the option of fasting on this
day, with Saga donating the
equivalent of the cost of one day's
worth of food for each fasting meal
plan student to the Hartford Food
Bank.
The Thursday before Thanksgiving is a day traditionally set
aside for fasting under the direction of Ox Fam-Atnerica, a nonprofit international development
agency which funds self-help
programs in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America.
Food and economic
self-reliance are a major emphasis
in each program.
Ox Fam began in England in
1942 as the Oxford Committee for
Famine Relief,, and during the past
37 years it has gained a global
reputation for innovative yet
realistic aid to some of the poorest
" people of the world. The proceeds
of Trinity's fast will not be donated
to Ox Fam, but to the Hartford
Food Bank, which supplies food on
a short-term basis from its eriergv
food shelves to needy Hartford
residents. However, Trinity will
conduct its fast on the same day as
OxFam's.
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Who says werewolves aren't affectionate? This one Is shown trying
to pick up a pillowhead at the annual Halloween dance.

Follett's: Why Are
They Still Here?
by Gary Abramson

Autumn. The start of classes. And the lines seem to stretch
endlessly up to the cash register at Follett's Bookstore. With arms
piled high with reading for the next three months, students write:
checks and watch their balances fall. "What a rip off," someone
Many schools throughout the
remarks, "theyreally must be making a fortune!"
nation, including Harvard, Prince*- Yet since its .arrival at Trinity seven summers ago, Follett's has
ton, Middlebury, and Brown, as
still to turn a profit, accoridng to the store's present manager,
well as secondary schools such as
William Scharnweber. The major complaint of students,- book
Phillips Andover and Taft, have
prices, evidently aren't high enough to enable the store to overcome
also conducted rebate plans for the
other problems and just break even. But despite its thus-far
Fast for a World Harvest. Trinity'
financially unsuccessful venture, Follett's is staying put. Why?
has been quite successful with the
The key word is symbiosis.
fasts it has held in the past, raising
Trinity, asserts Vice- President Tom Smith, lacks the ability to
approximately $700 last year.
draw upon a ready supply of new and used books. Follett's has the
connections. The Bookstore draws on over one hundred different
All students who are willing to
vendors each year; 80% of the books sold there are bought from the
fast'on the 15th, or who are at least
publisher, with distributors and the used book market accounting
willing to forego meals at Mather ,
for the remaining wholesale purchases. Trinity students last year
for the day, should sign up
sold $10,000 worth of used books'to Follett's, which sold $3,000 in
sometime bewefin November 6 and
used books here. The rest of the used books are sold by Follett's to
8 at a table, located outside the
their wholesale distributor.
dining hall.
Saga will donate
But even for Fotlett's, finding the wide variety of titles and
between' $1.55 and $1.75 to the
publishers requested by Trinity faculty can be a challenge.
. Food Bank for each meal-plan
Compared to non-liberal arts schools, says the store's manager,
student who does not eat any meals
Trinity hs many more university presses and special, harder-to-find
in Mather on the 15th.
editions, often more expensive than more popular volumes. Yet only
Films dealing with World Huna couple of complaints on book orders reched the administration this
ger will be shown between 11:30
vear, while in earlier years "we have dealt with whole depart^ a.m. and 1:30 p.m. in Wean
ments." says Vice-President Tom Smith.
Lounge on the day of the fast. A
Follett's, in return for bearing financial loss and student's
donation box will also be located in
constant criticism, has the benefit of maintaining a prestigious
Wean so that fasting non-mealconcession. When Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts, was
plan students may have the opporlooking for a company to run its bookstore, the one-million-dollartunity to donate the equivalent of
and-over concession's choice of Follett's was influenced considerawhat they normally spend for a
bly by Trinity's experience with the chain.
day's food.
And sales are climbing for Follett's over the last few years at
Trinity, from $260,000 their first year to over $450,000 now. In
A "break fast" will be held at
6:00 p.m. on the fasting day an J addition, Follett's loss for 1978 was lower than in prior years, which
the chain claims has been as high as $20,000,
apples and juice will be served to
"There's always the question whether you couldn't do it (run a
those students who have not been
bookstore)
yourself better, more efficiently, more economically,"
eating. Any groups wheare willing
admits Tom Smith. An SGA bookstore committee once discussed
-'- to provide entertainment during
other options; past plans for a co-op never resulted in student or
the "break fast" are welcome to
administrative action. But receritly there has been greater satisfacattend.
tion by the administration with Follett's.
The Trinity food fast is being
After some disenchantment with three managers in a row,
organized by Sara Sherman '80,
and is also receiving SGA and Trinity gave the bookstore the word to improve their operation. The
service demanded at a small college is pretty high, acknowledges
- Chapel backing.
cont. c u p , 3
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Four Nominated for
Watson Fellowship
by Alan Levine
Trinity recently submitted the
names of four seniors as nominees
for the Thomas J. Watson Fellowship.
Over the next several
months, these students, as well as
.172 others from 47 other collages
will be interviewed by representatives of the Watson Foundation.
By mid-March, the 70 winners of
the $8,000 prize will be notified.
From a field of twelve finalists,
four Trinity seniors were nominated by the school. They are: Gary
Abramson, who plans to study the
conflict over sovereignty in the
Western Sahara; James McDonald,
who hopes to study the European
Parliament; Lois Ordway, who
proposes to investigte the efforts
at architectural preservation in
several European countries; and
Sara Sherman, who would like to
consider the nutritional problems
in
Haiti,
Martinique and
Guadeloupe.

4. Ronald Spencer, Chairman af
the selection committee, said tf;aJ
this was a highly competitive year
for the nomination at Trinity. He
noted that there are no guarantees
that any of the four nominees will
receive a fellowship. However, he
added that Trinity's past record,
where at least one student has
received this grant each year since
it began in 1968, indicates that one
or more of this year's nominees will
be recipients.
Between November and February, a representative of the
Foundatl < will interview each- of
the nomin. s for approximately an
hour. Late • February or in early
March, all the interviewers will
confer and select the 70 Fellowship
recipients.
The Watson Fellowship allows for «
program of independent travel and
study during the year after graduation.
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SCHEDUl£=$GA Considers Van,
Proposes Book Co-

ALUMNIWEEKENB

SATURDA Y '• NOVEMBER 10
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER9
9s00amto4:Q0pm
College Bookstore
Classes open to alumni. Lists may be 10:00 to 1:00 pm • Open to alumni
obtained at the Alumni Office
Women's Center
9:00 am to4:00 pm
3rd Floor, Mather Campus Ctr.
" 11:45 am to 1:00 pm
1:00 to 5:00 prii - Open to alumni
Alumni are especially invited t<9:00 am to 11:00 am
join faculty for lun<ih
Coffee and Registration
Austin Arts Center
Faculty Dining Room, Hamlin Hall
9:00 am to 12:00,Noon
4:00 pm
Tour of the expanded Trinity Library
Alumni .Squash and Tennis Tournaments
;
5:00 pm
, .'
•;': .
Dedication of Medieval Studies Room, 9:15 am
Trinity Library, In honor of Professor Initiation and Annual Meeting of the
Norton Downs Dedicatory lecture by Connecticut Beta, - Phi Beta Kappa
Alan S. Bell, Assistant Keeper of McCook, Math-Physics Library .
Manuscripts, National Liibrary of Scot- ' 10:00 am
land
Group Discussion-Minority Alumni
6:00pm to 7:30pm
Outreach
Reunion Class Receptions .
Black Cultural Center, 112 Vernon
I9J9 - Alumni Lounge, Mather,
Street
1944 - 73 Vernon St.,. Home of Tom 9:45 am to 11:45 am
Smith
•• m .
In celebration of the 10th Anniversary
of Coeducation, the following group
1949- Committee Room, Mather
discussions are offered:
.1954- Faculty Club, Hamlin HaJJ
9V45 am to"10:45 am
1959 - Hamlin Dining Hall
Coeducation-An Assessment
196-4 - Wean Lounge, Mather •
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center
, 6:30 pm
,
. .
10:45 am to 11:45 am
Class of 1934 Receptibrr and Dinner Women's Athletics: A Winning 'tradiHartford Golf Club ,
tion
7:30pm-to 9:00 pm
-.-.',
.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Buffet Supper

•'.•.,.•

•...-•••

Mather Campus Center
'8:15pm .. - ..; . ' , - . '
Organ Recital by Larry Smitli
Faculty of Kent State University, Ohio
'8:15pm
Theatre Arts Production, "La Ronde,"
a comedy by Arthur Schnitzler
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center

10:45 am to 11:45 am
, .
Trinity Alumnae: Beyond the Degree
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center
10:30 am
Alumni-Varsity Soccer Game •
10:45 am.
Slide Show-"Rucksacks and Rhino: A
Look at Langtang"

President Lockwood
Cinestudio
1:30pm
Poetry Reading by Louis Berrone '54,
Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus Cen
ter
1:30pm
Football Game-Trinity vs. Wcsleyan
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm
'
Homecoming Reception
Austin Arts Center
5:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Reception at home of Barbara Robinson-Jackson .
Director of Minority Affairs
123 Vernon Street
5:00pm
Newman Mass
Crypt Chapel
5:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Class of '69 Reception
Hamlin Hall
Class of'74 Reception
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall
6:45 pm to 7:30 pm
Pre-Dinner Reception
- -••
Washington Room, Mather Campus
Center
7:3,0 pm
Annual reunion-Homecoming Dinner
and Presentation of Awards
, Mather Campus Center
9:15 pm
Following Dinner, .Recital by Elizabeth
Lyra Ross'74, mezzo-soprano
(
Featured vocalist, U.S.Army Band
Washington Room, Mather Campus
Center
9:45 pm - 1:00 am
Dancing
.
Washington Room, Mather.Center

by Sharon Slmonl
The Trinity Student Government
Association faced a full agenda of
topics at their October 29 meeting,
including discussions of various
programs offered to s.tudents.
Discussions of the Ox Fam program, the proposed Student Book
Co-op, and the Student Van
dominated the meeting.
Ox Fam, an internationallybased organization, aims to give
relief and aid in the self-development of poorer nations. One of Ox
Fam's main concerns is the problem in Cambodia, where thousands
of people are starving daily. Many
colleges and businesses nationwide will be participating in the
program held annually on the
Thurs. day ...before Thanksgiving
(November 15, this year).
Trinity plans to participate in the
Ox Fam Program by, requesting all
students on the meal plan not to eat
Saga food on this day. The money
Saga saves will be donated to the
Hartford Food Bank. Inhere will
also be a collection for any students
who are not on the meal plan.
These students are asked to donate
the amount of money they would
have spent on food thatday, if they
had not fasted.
Films on hunger will be shown in
Wean Lounge by Jim Pomeroy '81,

Travel,Sports Subject
of Budget Meeting
' by Alan Levlne
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

HARTFORD AREA
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, CT. 06718
(203)568-7927
NEW HAVEN AREA
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed, Ctr.
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, CT. 06511
(203)789-1149

.KflPUN
Educitional Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

For Information About Other Centers. In More Than SO Ma|or US Cities J Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: SO0-223-1782

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

A re-revision of gasoline allocation rates" and a ' disrJussion> of
the budget for the newly formed ski
team were among the issues
covered at last Tuesday's Budget
Commjttee meeting.
The Committee had very recently
decided to raise from $.07 to $.17
the amount of money it paid for
gasoline per mile.
Committee
members Pam Wilton '79 and Andy
Teitz'80 considered the new $.17
allocation excessive. After con-

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

sidering a switch to $.14, a' final
decision was made to pay S]l2 per'
mile.; ' It- was stressed- that this
'allocation Increase i^'not retroactive
Richard See '82 appeared before
the Committee to represent the ski
team. The team had requested
$3,400, the Committee asked the
team to work out a budget of $1,660
and then return to the' Committee for approval. The remaining
$1,800 will have to be raised in
other ways1 by the ski team.

followed by a fruit and juice party i
for all those who have been fasting, i
SGA member Donald Jackson .'83,
volunteered his services to help run
the program. Students on the meal
plan who wish to participate,
should sign up a week in advance,' I
The sign-up period will start on
Tuesday, November 6.
;
The Student Bpok Co-op, sched-j
uled to begin this spring, will be a i
variation of the traditional flei'
market, allowing students to buy;
and sell used text books at a better!
rate than in the school bookstore. ;
The Co-op will be buying usedj
books this spring, and selling them
at the, beginning of next year.
Students will receive credit slips foi
any books they sell, which they cai^
use to buy used books in the fall or
. to get cash during the fall!
"semester./Percentage! rates for old;
or damaged books still need to be)
worked out, and the Committee!
must also find a. place to store the!
books over the summer.
j
i

Last year, according to Lynj
Snodgrass '82, Buildings and!
Grounds promised to build a'
walkway on the steep and rocky hill
bet-ween Jackson and Jones, bill itj
has now decided not to build.
Another S.G.A. representative
says he was told by Vice President
Thomas A. Smith that Buildilngs
and Grounds would install spot
lights behind Jarvis toward Summit
Street;. Although the lights have
been installed, they have yet to be
turned on.
The
Committee
Van
recommended to the S.G.A. that
they sell the van .and. buy a
six-passenger station wagon. A
f$3,000 fbir the'van if
Committee also offered to sett the
van to the Athletic Departmentfor
$3,000, since many sports teams
have used the van in the past. The
S.G.A. decided to put off discussion on the van until next week,
after the Athletic Department
makes its decision. If the Athletic
Department does decide to buy the

J

gency fund, $250 was allocated to - even for non-athletic trips.
pay for repairing the photography
In other SGA business Mary
club's broken dryer and $53 was
Badoyannis '82, volunteered to
allocated for the SGPB's miscelorganize bus service for students to
laneous expenses, t h e Committee
New York City for Thanksgiving
refused to pay $120 bill for cider
Vacation. •*
that Saga had sent to the SGPB
until it was provided with more
The S.G.A. : set its absentee
information about the transaction.
policy at three excused absences
At a special supplementary
per semester. After six absences
meeting held last Thursday afterthe representative is kicked out.
noon, the Budget Committee priS.G.A. President, Jim Pomeroy
vately discussed its food policy, the
'81, stressed that representatives
revision of by-laws, its sports
and even non- members should
policy. •!; ency accounts for clubs
read thr S.G.A Constitution found
and further discussed its gas
in the C i.uege Handbook.
allocation policy.
The S.G.A. holds their meetings
Monds- nights at 9:30 in Mather"
Dining'iiall ... u ui>,cusses many
topics that they consider' to : M
important to student life. ^"e^
urge students to attend.

TEA PIER

PACKAGE STORE
HAS FREE

PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

247-0234

Richard Staton

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

MIGHcts-E PETERSON

525-1698
FINE WINE &
LIQUOR SELECTION
570 HILLSIDE AVE.,
HTFD.
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n, Women's Center Offers Chance Follett's Remains at
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For Self-Assertion

and passive behaviors: the development of assertive body language;
The Women's Center recently the practice of assertive veroal
began a six-week Assertiveness skills; working through barriers to
then,
Training Course that will enable become assertive; and developing a
people to learn to assert themsel- script that will be useful in situations where it is necessary to be
ves in a more effective manner.
starts
The course is being taught by assertive.
Shapiro remarked that one of
Deanne Shapiro, who has taught
the
most important ideas stressed
assertiveness
training
in
the
HartP-, scks
ford area for the past four and one in the course is the difference
wiii bf
between aggressive, assertive, and
half years.
tional 1
ts to fci • Shapiro mentioned that the passive behaviors. Aggressive becourse will cover five main princi- havior, according to Shapiro, can
it a bett
ples of assertiveness: the differ- be defined as an "expression of
okstore,
ence
between assertive, agressive, feelings which violates others'
I'm n
lling the
«t year,
lit slips!,
h theya
the fallthe t
if es ffi
needM '
Commit
o stotei
g to b
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by Patty Hooper

Student Employment
Issues Clarified
by Jennifer Zaccara
Questions have arisen recently
concerning the fact that financial
aid students who work on campus
are limited in the amount of money
they may earn each semester while
students who are not on financial
aid do not have any restrictions on
their earnings. There are several
factors which must be considered
in this problem.
Students without financial aid
are not given top priority for
campus jobs. Therefore, the
limitations they encounter involve
the scarcity of available on-campus
positions, and the number of hours
they are able to devote to a job.
Generally, this situation creates a
miniscule difference between the
job incomes of students given aid
and those who are not awarded aid.
John Taylor, Director of
Financial Aid, outlined the workstudy program designed for the
,e»t who, is on financial aid- A
large percentage .of .the funds
allotted for aid are derived from
federal grants and loans. Part of
this aid package includes earnings
made from a job on campus. Part
of the total aid package includes
earnings made from a job on
campus. Because the student is
given a Specific loan figure,
earnings from an on-campus job
must be set at a certain limit.
The College has determinedthat $800 is an acceptable limit for

campus job earnings, as this figure
complies with federal regulations,
and allows for the highest possible
amount of money to be made.
The workings of the campus
work program are devisedfto meet
the needs of the financial aid
program, the campus employers,
and the students. The priority
period, at the beginning of each
semester, allows those students
who are on financial aid to receive
jobs on campus before opportunities are provided to the
entire Trinity community. After
the priority period, jobs are made
available for any interested Trinity
students. Students who have a skill
or previous experience with a
particular job are favored for the
position.
Initially, the system appears to
defeat itself by allowing non-aid
students unlimited earnings, and
penalizing those who are in greater
need of money. However, there are
cant, on p. 9

Career Counseling Offers
Communications
Seminars
Communications "for Seatrain
by Alan Levlne

"Careers in Communications
and the Media" is the title of a
Career Counseling-sponsored seminar to be held on November 13.
Channel 3's investigative reporter
Lonnie Reed and Suzanne Pederson, Vice President of Corporate

A career in law—
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging Job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30

The

Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

rights." It is behavior in which one
individual directly attacks another
individual or where one person indirectly manipulates another person.
Shapiro also stated that assertiveness behavior can be defined as
a "direct, honest, and appropriate
expression of rights, feelings, and,,
needs. It is accomplished by^a
simple statement of feelings, or by
empathic assertions." '"Empathic
assertion" describes a behavior in
which an individual listens and
then makes a deal that will resolve
the problem.
Finally, she describes passive
behavior as that which violates
one's own rights. It is "feelings or
behaviors that deny, or negate
oneself." In essence, Shapiro,
noted, "you end up stepping on
your own feet."
Shapiro commented that the
course will also include the 19
"Basic Rights" that every individual has. These include such ideas
as the right to say no without
feeling guilty, the right to seek information from professionals, the
right to get what you pay for, the
right to make mistakes and be responsible for them, the. right to
offer no reason for behavior, and
the right to say "I don't know,
care, or understand."
Shapiro stated that this course
will also include the use of the right
to not assert oneself. She feels that
this is one of the most important
rights.
Hedda Rublin, coordinator of
the Women's Center, stated that
she feels the course is important
because "women have been socialized away from assertiveness in the
past...and it is an important thing
for women to learn."

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732-6600

operated by para-legal, Inc.

•

Approved by the American Bar Association.

Lines, Inc., will-be the guest
speakers.
Reed has been with the Eyewitness News since 1976. Before
coming to Hartford, she served as a
reporter and talk-show host at
WPEC-TV in West Palm Beach.
She has also worked as a press aid
and speech writer for Senator
Henry Jackson, as well as reporting
for the Seattle Post Intelligencer
Newspaper.
She received the 1977 Charles
Stewart Mott Award for her.
investigative reporting of the St.
James School in Berlin, Connecticut. The school had charged exorbitant tuitions for its program
which had virtually no structured
curriculum, and whose director
held a criminal record for cfyild
abuse. Among other awards, Reed
received an Emmy, New England
region, 1978 for investigative reporting.
In 1977, Pederson joined Seatrain as Director of Public Relations
and Advertising. She was appointed to her present position in 1978*.
She is the first woman in the
company's 50-year history ever to
hold a corporate vice-presidency. It
is believed that this distinction
makes her the highest ranking
woman in the shipping industry.
Her civic affiliations include a
directorship of the Parents' Association of Trinity.
The lecture will be held at 7:30
p.m. on November 13 in Wean
Lounge.

Trin Despite Losses
wnt. fromp. 1
Smith, and small institutions tend to be sent less-experienced
managers, while the seasoned personnel often run the large
university stores.
It seems that Trinity and Follett's may have overcome this
obstacle in the hiring of Scharnweber, who, according to Smith,
has improved the selection of goods by being more market-conscious. "He's a helluva good manager," Smith concludes.
Marketing, in the opionion of both FoJlett's and Trinity's administration, is the key to a successful on-campus business. The
potential for increasing profits lies not in book sales; but in what
Torn Smith calls the "teddy bears," the merchandise of a mote
frivolous nature. "Teddy bears are an essential part of the
operation," Smith recognizes. His concern is that there be a good
balance, which would mean, from the faculty's and administration's
viewpoint, fewer teddy bears and more trade books.
Scharnweber concurs. Since his arrival he has been changing the
merchandising to jnmt what he conceives as the market for Trinity
students, which demands, in his words, "a better type of
merchandise." He notes that students here appear to be willing to
spend more readily for higher quality than students of many other
schools. With the amount of money circulating on this campus, he
attributes previous financial losses to poor marketing and management.
And to cater to students tastes, other changes are necessary.
Even in the case of greeting cards, the manager notes, the jreference of "Ivy League, upper middle class college students," who, it
seems last year rejected the typical department store "Dear Uncle"
style card which the Trinity staff favored, since this type of student
"Doesn't want someone writing his sentiments for him-"
Will these changes make Follett's a money-maker? At present,
revenues from bqpks fall just short of covering operating expenses.
But contrary to the belief of many students, book sales are not a
major source of revenue for Follett's. Despite the bookstore's
increased general sales volume, the publishing industry itself Offers
no discount for purchasing in large quantities.
Mark-ups on books are determined in part by the publishers and
in part by the store's contract with Trinity, which specifies that all
text must be sold at no higher than the publisher's list price. An
additional 5% price rise on books for transportation and handling
was negotiated in 1975.
Retail book prices have been rising in the last few years as the
publishing industry has experienced an inflation rate of up to 15%.
Their discount to retailers remains at 20% for textbooks, and at
40% for trade books (which include nearly all other books sold by
Follett's).
Follett's claim of not making money on textbooks is supported
by Trinity's Treasurer-Comptroller, Robert Pedemonti, who also
substantiates Follett's claim of not making a profit while at Trinity.
These losses, however, do include charges assessed to the branch
store by the main office, thereby transferring the income/, not losing
it.
Aside from finances, Follett's other major challenge, though one
common to most campus bookstores, is dealing with complaints
about book prices. Scharnweber believes the greatest shock of book
prices hits freshmen, who aren't often accustomed to purchasing all
their own books, but concludes that, put in perspective with money
spent on pizza and beer, the $160 average cost per semester which
he calculates for books at Trinity is a pretty good value. "I'm a
bibliophile," he asserts, "Books are the only thing I could sell - they
edify the mind."
>
•
Follett's and Trinity both look for 1979-1980 to be a better year
for the bookstore. What improvements will be found for the
students cannot yet be known. But Scharnweber predicts' that the
store may turn a profit this year as well as improve in quality. This
would certainly benefit Trinity as well, which receives 4% of the
first $400,000 of Follett's revenue, and 5% of all revenue thereafterr
This income amounted to $18,000 last year, 75% of which went
towards the maintenance of Mather Campus Center, the other 25%
going to the Student Activities account. Some of this income has
been channelled back into the bookstore in the form of renovation
work a few years ago.
Now in its seventh year here, Follett's is under its second of
* three two-year contracts which began in 1976 when the store's first
contract, for three years, expired. Business could be on the way up
for Follett's, although one can still expect prices to rise and
complaints about book costs to continue.

Thefts Concern Security
byAlanLevine

A security alert resulting from
two Open Period incidents and the
theft of several items of furniture
from the Women's Center were the
two major concerns of Security last
week.
The Security Alert was aimed at
making students aware of two
incidents which occurred on campus during Open Period and to
make them more security-conscious as a result. The first incident
occurred on October 20, when a
female student showering in North
Campus was surprised by an
Dr. Myron Weiner's talk on intruding black, male non-student.
Thursday, November 8 will be held The second occurred six days later
in McCook Auditorium at 8:00 In New South Campus, where at
p m , not m the Austin Arts Centei 1 30 a m , another female student
as was reported in last week's was awakened by a white,
noWradetit

Correction

vors. Both men were scared away.
Michael Schweighoffer, Director of
Security, stressed that both incidents could have avoided if the
students had simply locked the
doors.
Hedda Rublin, Coordinator of
the Women's Center, revealed that
oh the night of October 25, nine
sofa cushions, a wicker lamp and
four floor cushions were stolen
from the Center." She suspects that
the theft was perpetrated by a
student because of the nature of
the break-in. Without the cushions,
she adds, the sofas are virtually
unusable; the cushions are also
difficult to replace. Schweighoffer
said, "The cuprits at this time are
unknown."
Schweighoffer cannot emphasize enough the need to lock doors
>«)il windows.<ujKsn Ie9.vvii^ 'jne's
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MAD MURPHY'S

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
IN ISRAEL
What does if offer you?
. .
•• a;semesterof:studyinlsra^intheTallfernn' .',;' '',>'
• coursework in English on the poliiicai, economic and '
social development of Israel and in its language, '
history and archaeology
.
• a strong program of Hebrew language study
• important internship opportunities; in social service
agencies In Jerusalem
• field trips, study trips, interviews with prominent
• Israelis, a kibbutz visit
• .financial aid is avaHabte

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTL Y
Tuesday - Vast Edvadas, up stairs
Hannette Florian, downstairs
Wednesday • Sammy Brown, up
Leo Sobeieski, down
Thursday - High Times, up
Leo Sobeieski, down
Friday & Saturday • Hard Knox, up
Jim Hammerslough, down
Sunday • Stacy Leeds Band

Application deadline: March 15
For further information, see your Study
Atxoati advisor e* write:
Office of International Programs
Brandeis University
Woltham. Massachusetts O2264
(617) 647-2422

-.^i

417 New Britain Ava., Hartford
I C M W •( H)IW4* Aw.)

CMW

ttaU

ALWAYS ON HAND

249-6833

417 Now Britain Aw., Hartford
(CWMT •* HtrrtfB AM.}

,

Wine
Merchants

'

Brondets UniveisitY admits students of any race, color, notond
ot ettric ongn. sex. age of handcap to ai! its programs ond
aclivities..

LATE HOUftS
# 22U N I O N PLACE «

249-6833

t
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Hartford
Trinity Turns Toward the Neighborhood At Last
vironment for the well-being of the Lockwood explains), and SINA was
institutions by engaging in activi- established.
ties to improve the economic,
The structure of SINA is like
In 1968, Columbia University in physical, and social characteristics that of many other community
New York City began construction • of the surrounding neighborhood." organizations. Representatives
on a new gymnasium complex in surrounding
neighborhood." from each of the three institutions
Morningside Park, a short distance Hartford Hospital is the largest of
meet twice monthly to discuss
from the campus. Obviously the its kind in the city, and the Institute
plans and problems that concern
administration had obtained
of Living is a noted mental in- the-surrounding neighborhood.
permission from the city to build
stitution.
SINA realizes the importance of
there.
working with the neighborhood
The university, however, failed
rather than for it; each of the
to consider the viewpoints of the
representatives sits on the boards
residents of the surrounding neighof
various
neighborhood
borhood, and the impact such a
organizations, such as The Broadcomplex would have upon them.
Park Development Corporation
.This neglect resulted in days of
and
the
South
Central
mass demonstrations «by irate
Business/Professional Association.
residents, who felt that they, not
These associations keep SINA
just the university, should have a
informed on the needs of the
say in matters that concerned their
neighborhood.
neighborhood.
Trinity appointed as SINA's
SINA began in the fall of 1976 first director, Robert Pawlowski,
This incident, according to
President Lockwood, served as a as an idea of Ivan Backer, presently an area resident and an expert on
reminder that "any institution, director of Graduate and Summer Hartford neighborhoods. In July of
particularly in the city, that didn't Studies at Trinity. Backer proposed this year, Pawlowski became the
have some link, even a buffer with expanding the College's Com- publisher of the SINA-supported
its neighborhood, would be ill- munity Relations office into such Southside Neighborhood News,
prepared for issues that would an organization. At the time the and was succeeded by Ivan Backer,
arise," as Columbia quickly surrounding neiohborhood had formerly Trinity's representative
learned.
organized itself intd several block and presently director as well as
SINA stands for the Southside associations, with the help of president of the organization.
Institutions
Neighborhood HART (Hartford Area Rallies Currently,
Gerald
Hanson,
Alliance. According to its mission Together), so the neighborhood director of Alumni and Public
statement, the organization is "a was eager to work with the college.
Relations, fulfills the position of
coalition of Hartford Hospital,
Triniiy' teamed up with the representative for Trinity at the
Institute of Living, and Trinity other two major institutions in the SINA meetings.
C ollege to work cooperatively with area, Hartford Hospital and the
its community, and to enhance the Institute of Living ("We were
quality of the surrounding en- better off not going it alone,"
According to Backer, SINA has
four major goals. The first of these
is to improve the housing stock of
the neighborhood.
SINA, hopes to achieve this
goal in two ways. First of all, SINA
" byAkkftfce
"*"* '•* - . will continue to work cooperatively
Today's vote will wind up about five months of active politicking
with related community groups,
and fund-raising in the city. After the September 11th knock-em
including actively participating in
sock-em primary between Carbone and Athanson, the general
The Broad-Park Development
election has been a bit anti-climactic, but the council race has some
Corporation. This organization
interesting features. Among the questions of the day:
developed out of the need for a
neighborhood voice in housing
How well will Ludgin do?
programs. TRe thirteen-member
Robert Ludgin did very well in the primary in which he received
b'riarS is dominated by area
9,879 votes, a thousand or so more than the runner-up. But
residents.Backeppraises highly the
observers now think much of his support was due merely to his
importance and effectiveness of
strong anti-Carbone stance. With Carbone on the way out, the
this corporation.
,;
burden of policy-making is shifting onto Ludgin's shoulders, and
The second method to improve
he's finding it tough going. He has alienated the city's best-known
neighborhood housing is embodied
Hispanic groups, La Casa de Puerto Rico and The Committee of 24,
in SINA's Employee Housing
and blacks have become disaffected with his critical attitude toward
Program. The purpose of the
social services. He is still likely to be the top vote-getter, but a
Program is to encourage workers
slim winmay weaken his influence at City Hall.
of the three institutions to live in
Which Republicans will win?
' the
neighborhood
through
counseling and assistance in finBy law, the Democrats can only win six of the City Council's nine
ding suitable quarters. This
seats. Since the Democrats are virtually a shoe-in, that means the
program, however, has not been
Republicans will probably take three seats. But there are five
successful, Backer states. .Since its
Republican candidates.
creation, only twenty-four inOf these, by far the strongest is incumbent Sid Gardner. First
stitutional employees have applied;
elected in 1977, Gardner has acquired a reputation for dedication
out of these, only three found
knowledgeabiliryi For this year's election, he has raised a large
agreeable housing, and not through
amount pf money (over $14,000) and is campaigning much harder
the program. Backer, nevertheless,
than he rteeds to, apparently hoping for a strong show of support.
The next Republican likely to win is John Cunnane, an insurance •' is optimistic that a more-attractive
program will be successful in thr
executive who has already served for two terms on the council, from,
future.
i
1973-77. Cunnane entered the campaign late, but he has managed
The second goal of SINA is> "to
to raise some funds, and has been campaigning vigorously.
assist
in
the
economic
As for the last spot, it's an open guess who'll get it. Carlos
revitalization of the neighborhood
Faienza, an Italian known as a leader of the city's Taxpayer's
commercial corridors." This will be
Movement, Inc. is well-known. But Richard Barton, a black
primarily
achieved
through
stockbroker has waged what seems to have been an effective
continued participation in the
campaign.
S o u t h
C e n t r a l "
The other two Republican candidates, Jose Garay and John
Business/Professional Association.
0'ConneII are relatively inexperienced and are considered
SINA took the initiative in creating
long-shots.
this organization of small businessWhat's unusual about this year is that the Republicans have
men and store owners for protecactually fielded a credible slaK. The Democrats, on the other hand,
tion of their own vested interests.
have-• to be blunt--some real losers on their team.
Democratic candidate Olga Thompson has been on the Council for
SINA's third goal is to enhance
four years but this year, the Democratic Town Committee refused
the image of the neighborhood for
to renominate her because of charges from her constituents and
residents, institutional employees, ;
fellow council-members that she neglected her position.
and the public. Among the many
Another Democrat, Antonio Gonzalez, currently faces secondobjectives here is the continued
degree assault charges for allegedly kicking and beating his wife.
support of what Backer calls "the,
Both the Democratic Town Committee and the other Democratic
si n g 1 e m o-s t - n o t e< wo r t h y..!
candidates have termed the incident "a domestic matter,"apparently not suitable for publiq.dispjUj.sfcnc.Qo^alsz is expected ;, achievement of SINA," the *
Southside Neighborhood News.
to lose the women's vote.
'
fay Joseph McAIeer

ocfc

;

* Election Day *

I •

Ends Outlined

A "workshop" on housing at HART's annual congress Oct. 28. One
of the signs reads: "Institutions Eat Neighborhoods."
Backer praises the publication's
high quality, good editorial writing,
and "dare to look" policy that
places it far ahead of the Hartford
Courant, in his opinion. The biweekly paper has been publishing
the news, features, and sports of
the South Hartford area since the
summer of 1977. It is available in
the basement of Mather Campus
Center.
The fourth goal of the
organization has the greatest
impact upon Trinity itself. The aim
is to review and comment on the
institutional development plans as
they affect the neighborhood and
the other two institutions. In other
words, according to Vice-President
Thomas Smith, if Trinity or any
other institution attempts any
expansion or physical change,
SINA expects that it will be in the
best interests of the neighborhood
as well.

SINA begins its fourth year, both
men are optimistic that the
coalition will continue to work
hard to achieve its goals.
Clearly, reaching these goals is
not an easy process* particularly
when the neighborhood residents
are not always receptive to the
decisions of the three institutions.
In The October 10-24 issue of the
Southside Neighborhood News reported that the head of one of the
locaL block clubs claimed that
tenants living "in the shadow of
Hartford Hospital" were evicted to
make room for" new. hospital
parking lots. The club asserted that
Paul Somoza, representative of
SINA for the hospital, refused to
consider their demands and opposition to the hospital's expansion
in the neighborhood.

In actuality, according to
Backer, who was speaking for
Somoza, SINA; had nothing to do
Smith cites the house at 190 with the eviction of the tenants.
New Britain Avenue as the most The hospital was
entirely
recent example of SINA's in- responsible for that matter/ he
volvement in this area. Because it insists. Furthermore, the so-called
is an old, dilapidated structure^ "demands" were never presented
unused at present, the college to the SENA officials; rather.
voted, to demolish the building, Backer agreed to meet in good
thereby eliminating costly Xand faith with the block clubs to discuss
unnecessary) refurbishment. SINA, the problems,'but the clubs
however, stepped in, and is neglected to get back in touch with
presently working with the college them. "It was their move," Backer
and an architect to determine how claims, and they didn't make one."
the structure can be restored and
This incident demonstrates the
utilized for both the college and the problem that the neighborhood "is
community. Since the SINA , looking to the institutions for more
representatives do not have veto . assistance," at times more than
power, matters like this are usually SINA can dish out, Backer states.
compromised on. Backer claims When so much wealth is flaunted
the organization is.small enough to by the three institutions. Backer
prevent any internal problems, he . explains, the area residents are
adds. ,
:-.*
indeed tempted to present more
Speaking *>f Trinity, Backer and more demands, many times
cited the increased awareness of unreasonable and unfeasible. The
the problems of the surrounding neighborhood's attitude is critical.
neighborhood as SINA's greatest Backer stares. Typically, neighcontribution to the campus so-far. borhood residents remark, "Look
One way this was done, he claims, at what a break these institutions
was through the arrangement of a are getting from the city," in terms
bus tour of the neighborhood for of tax-exemptions and the like.
the members of the Board of "What are they giving us in
Trustees. In this way, the trustees return?" The general conclusion is
could see for themselves the that not much is given.
Backer defends the SINA
problems and improvements
necessary for Trinity's neigh- organization on this point. He
realizes and accepts the point of
borhood.
view of the less-advantaged area
residents, but points out that SINA
has given the neighborhood a great
Just
how
effective
an deal already in terms of neighorganization has SINA been during borhood organization and the
its three-year existence? One of Southside Neighborhood News.
SINA's major accomplishments has
There is much more to come,
been helping to organize the SINA, is still a young organization
surrounding neighborhood so that and it will take time before all of its
nearly every individual can have a goals are realized. The importam
say about issues that arise, The thing is that "we have eyes and ears
Southside Neighborhood News is now," focused on the surrouniiiiij!
another important contribution, area. President Lockwood points
However, as both Backer and out. "It's the better thing for us to
President Lockwood stress, it is still do," he states, and foresees SINA
too early to Jell how significant an significantly effective in dealing
organization: SINA will be in with the neighborhood issues in the
helping to refurbish the area. As years to come.

Some Difficulties
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Editorial
The In-Class Out-of-Class Student Dichotomy
all have opinions in class but don't feel dangerously
threatened by students who hold opposing views.
However, out of class everyone forgets that one can
have an opinion and still engage in a non-defensive
discussion with representatives of other ideas.
This is ridiculous. The same people who examine
something which they feel is in^need of change and
calmly offer constructive suggestions in class walk out
the door and, seeing something they don't like, hop all
over it, condemning like mad with fiery eyes and closed
ears. The same people who listen receptively to
responsible criticism in class walk out the same door
and, when presented with a challenge to their beliefs,
lock themselves in a mental safe that Alexander Mundy
couldn't crack.
What make this dichotomy worse Is that we are all
too intelligent to be unaware of it. And if we are aware
of it, we are too intelligent to put up with it. We
condemn it in others but ignore it In ourselves. We
admit that it takes courage to practice what we preach
in the classroom but we are too ready to confess that we
don't have such courage.
We are too easy on ourselves.
When we consider sexism we can't afford to spout
our individual views, as Intelligent as they may be, and
ignore what everyone else is saying. This, we fear, is
what has been happening all too often In the past few
weeks. This is also why so little real progress towards
action has been made. Sexism is the most heavily
discussed issue to hit Trinity in a long time. So far most
of what has been said, while bright and occasionally
perceptive, has been futile. To make any legitimate
progress towards a resolution we must begin to break
down the dichotomy between our in-class and
out-of-class selves.
Until then we are just a bunch of walking safes
which are cracked only In the classroom. It's elsewhere
that really counts now.

Sexism has been the main topic of interest both in
the Tripod and on the campus for about a month now.
The Tripod has stayed clear of an editorial discussion of
the issue, waiting for the dust to clear. However, the
dust remains up and about and is showing no signs of
falling to earth. It appears that nobody has lost interest
in sexism and that the discussion will continue for quite
a while.
,
•. '
That's fine, The issue is an important one,
deserving all the interest it has received. What upsets
us, however, >s not so much the issue itself as the
manner in which sexism has been discussed. Rarely
have we seen a dichotomy as great as the one which has
emerged between what people are supposed to be
doing here and what they have actually done about
sexism.. What makes this contradiction all the more
frustrating Is the fact that one would have to be
hopelessly-out of touch with this place's values to be
. unaware of this fundamental flaw's existence.
To run the risk of repeating President Lockwood's
annual speech to the freshman class, Trinity is a liberal
arts institution, complete with all the values of the
liberal arts. . Primary among these are a sincere
commitment to open-minded curiosity, self-improvement, and intellectual interchange. Everyone who goes
here has been told this more than a few times. We
believe that the great majority of us have acknowledged
the general appropriateness of these values and have
tried as best we can to pursue them in class. Classroom
discussions here,, when they occur, are remarkably
open-minded and liberal. Just about everyone goes to
class willing to listen to what everyone else has to say,
evaluate it, and respond openly, rationally, and
constructively. What happens in the classroom is
always working towards progresive self-improvement.
When we step out of the classroom, however, we
seem to forget that we ever had anything to do with
open-mindedness and constructive give-and-take. We

Letters to the Editor
WRTC

weeks of TRIPOD reports on the
situation at WRTC, that I should
Community, the make known the rather pathetic
WRTC-FM Staff, and Editor of the and inexcusably irresponsible state
Tripod,
.
, which the WRTC management is
I feel that after the last few in. As the TRIPOD reported last
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" preceding Tue^lfTTRtPtoli^ealHneTof'aWertlsements is 12
P.M. Saturday. The TRIPqpWUfils are located in Jackson Hall
Basement. Office hours: Saturday, 3-5 P.M., Sunday from! a.m.
Telephone 244-1829 or 527 3151, ext. 252 Mailing address; Boxj
1310, Trittity College, Hartford, Conn. 0610*

well that his course load this
semester was so heavy.
In any case I do not write the
TRIPOD to beleaguer .this point.
Tom's action, though coming unfortunately a little late for the
station's good, at least indicates an
acknowlegement of his responsibilities. On the other hand, the
present station manager's actions

J.ETTCW,, FROt-A

OUR SON,
"DCEAfi.

JSditor
Peter B^n
Managing

week, the newly elected program
director, Tom Quigley, resigned,
citing academic reasons for his
resignation. This, his second resignation of the year from WRTC has
thrown the station into yet another
political tizzy. While I sympathize
with Tom for his academic pressure, I have to wonder why he
undertook the job knowing quite

r. c. -

indicate to me blatant irresponsibility. He has as of yet (it's been over
a week since Tom's resignation)
failed to call for the election of a replacement for one of the most
important (if not THE most important position) in the board of directors. He claims that he has "RETIRED(?)" from the position of
cont. on p. 7
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Commentary
How Do You Feel About a Million Bucks?
by Tom Hefferon

»-t>*

Do you- want a tip for a sure
1000%
return on a $100,000
investment? Sure you do. Read on
and I'll let you in on a surprisingly
well-kept secret.
As Trinity College students we
have invested about $100,000 in
these hallowed halls. Yet, it seems
like it was a lousy investment
because the campus is rife with
dissatisfaction. Is this the "winter
of our discontent"? From the looks
of the articles in this year's Tripod
it seems like Trinity is falling apart
as never before. At every corner,
scandal lurks; with Tripod reporters not far behind. I ask you: Are
we wasting all of this time and
money on an institution that just
doesn't work?
At various points so far this
year (and, lest we forget, the year
is only one-quarter over) the Tripod
has unearthed, drudged up or
simply reported on issues including
the Education Department, tenure,
divestiture, vandalism, nofse in
dorms, the need for CHAT, the
Stires-Cinestudio mess, lack of
manners and decorum at Club T,
lack of attendance at SGA meek
ings, the van scandal, the WRTC
scandal, racism, sexism, the failure
of the SGA, the failure of the
housing system, the failure of the
fraternities to service campus and
the failure of Eric Grevstad to
service and soothe our besieged
jmjnds. Let u>a.lsp~nqj lgsfi 5,igh,t. of

* • - " • ] ; ,

President Lockwood's well-docu- of students. The students are the
mented fight against 'the neo-he- angry ones — the ones who care
don ism of the contemporary stu- enough to think and act respondent and never-ending battle for sibly.
cohesiveness, fasincation with the
The Tripod has simply been
marvelous and the Trinity way. In reflecting the angry mood of
the name of reflecting student some students.
moods, the Tripod has lambasted a
The emphasis on the last
past student (Scott Ciaman), criti- sentence is on both some and
cized present students irf general, students. The real point behind our
hinted at disagreement with the restive mood is the malaise of the
"college administration,
raked Trinity "resident." Some of us are
members of other coliege adminis- ruining the college experience for
trations over the coals (those of all of us. Call it the lack of an angle
Wesleyan and Yale), published a of vision, call it neo-hedonism, call
slanted interview representative of it apathy, call it the heither-knowsthe city administration (Athanson) nor-cares-anything^about-the-Trinand attacked The Administration ity-community syndrome; call it
(Carter). Every week 1 ask myself what you like. No matter what it's
what could possibly come next. called it rates even lower than John
Still, every week, the endless Connally and snow before midterms
procession marches through the on the illustrious Grevstad-Richter
pages of the Tripod and I become scale. The $100,000 investment by
more discouraged. Dollar signs many of us is being wasted. That
dance through my head. But wait! hurts those of us who are trying to
Maybe it is the Tripod which is to get a return on that investment.
Economically, the purchase is up to
blame.
us and some of us are buying caviar
Is the Tripod the driving force while some insist on sugarless
behind this "crisis of confidence"? bubblegum. The two can't mix.
Is our paper making more news
There is a sizeable minority of
than it is reporting? An interesting students who try to get more out of
question.
Trinity than a degree and a
I don't think so. If one goes reputation for decadence. Indeed,
through the list of issues which they manage to get these two and a
have been "unearthed, dredged up hell of a lot more. But they are too
or simply reported on" it becomes few and their quest is hindered by
apparent that the Tripod reporters the rest. We must change that
are indeed "not far behind"; yet sizeable minority to a sizeable
definitely behind. These issues majority. If we can, we'll all be
were^jaised by stu4ents and groups millionaires...

My personal gripe is the lack of
interest in politics on campus. That
disinterest is typical of the condition of campus non-sports activities. At this writing the Young
Democrats are all but defunct, the
Young Republicans are; Carter,
Kennedy and Bush for President
committees are doubtful and the
DSOC is extremely shaky. The only
moderate successes are ConnPIRG
(which is pseudo-poljtical) and
C1SL (which is fueled wholly by
alumni of one particular freshman
seminar). Why does it have to be
that way? In our situation as an
intellectual bastion in an increasingly, deteriorating Northeastern
capital we could become a real
force in local, state and national
politics. Instead, no one cares.
Why does it have to be that way?
The limit of activity is our imagination -- don't we have any? In any
endeavor?
That brings me back (if there
are any of you left still with me on
this--I suspect the students are,
the residents aren't) to the central
question. Why is this the "winter
of our discontent"? The answer for
this prevalent negativism is certainly positivist. It is not because
Trinity is on the verge of, social
collapse. If we did collapse, I would
wager that we would go out with a
whimper rather than a bang.
Rather, it is the "winter of our discontent" because there has finally
arisen a large enough number of

activists and concerned students
who want and need to connect the
classroom and the dormitory. And
that has created the sparks to fuel
the fire. We must encourage that
fire, so that it will burn down the
walls of indifference and close the
chasm of cohesiveness. It is an
individual challenge which is ours
to tackle or pass up. Will we be a
college or a country club?
I can hear the residents now. "I
don't have the time, etc." To that, I
say you are dead wrong. Time can
be used or wasted. Students differ
from their dormmates in that they
use a little of their time rather than
wasting all of is. J hear (hem again.
"Why bother?" To that 1 say,
you'd be crazy not to. You are here
for four, years at the cost of 530,000
in tuition and much more in missed
opportunities (Ref: Take Eco 101),
at a cost of about $100,000. This is
one of the largest investments
during your life and indeed the
largest one in your life. Take a tip
from the bum on the streetcorner -invest it. spend it wisely. Don'i
throw all thay money down the
gutter.
It is up to you, residents. You
can get your investment back
ten-fold or get ripped-off. Think
about it. Really think about it. In
the meantime, read the Tripod and
remember that we are always
waning lor you to claim your
million dollars.
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cont. from p.6
station manager but does not plan
to resign officially - thus remaining
as a figure-head of authority. He
too is in academic trouble.
Thus he plans to remain in the
position of highest responsibility of
an organization which receives
$15,000 a year from the student
government - yet put no time into
uts operation. If such an officer
were a member of student government, he would be asked to give up
his position immediately. For the
staff of W,RTC to allow this to
continue shows either a completely
apathetic feeling for a station which
has the potential of half a million
listeners, or lack of knowledge of
how bad the situation really is. I
hope it is thejtatterl
For those of you yvho may ask
what this means in tangible results
1 can only reply with a description
of an incident which occurred this
past Thursday evening in which a
programming dispute came up
between three announcers who all
claimed to have been scheduled by
the Board of Directors for the same
time slot. Two of these were
students who had asked me to
come down to help them set up the
engineering of their show.
The dispute arose when the
third announcer arrived. I calle'
Bill Paine, Station Manager. He
replied to the effect that he did not
want to have anything to do with it,
that he had "retired" and wasstation manager in name only. His
suggestion was to "let them both
do the show to see who could yell
the loudest-" that he was busy and
didn't want to be bothered.
Had not the two students finally

relented to allow the other announcer to do the show, that program
might very well have turned into an
on-the-air shouting match. Yes,
Bill, after much persuasion, decided he had better meet with the
students to try and solve a problem
which should never have occurred.
Thus this year's board has no
chance in its present state to
accomplish anything like that
which last year's board accomplished - things such as a program
guide, fund-raising
marathon
(which raised $5,600), or a power
increase that would give WRTC a
much improved signal., It's too
busy arbitrating petty arguments
caused by lack of management.
I propose that the following
measures be taken immediately;
1. The present station manager
(Bill Paine) either resign or put in
the number of hours necessary to
properly run WRTC.
2. The immediate election of a
program director to put an end to
the political battles now beginning
to show their head.
3. The combined effort of all
staff members to unite to accomplish some of the goals- accomplished last year.
4. Pressure from the Student
Government Association to make
sure that a proper management for
WRTC is obtained so that student
funds go to an organization worthy
of receiving them.
In conclusion, WRTC is hardly
back in the shape that it was in one
year ago. One year ago WTRC had
the promise of becoming a truly
professional non-profit station suplying the needs of a vast segment
of the audience. In the past few

months I have seen that hope
dashed to pieces by immaturity and
political hatred. I think it's about
time that the staff of WRTC pick up
those pieces to make WRTC what it
really should be.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sam Rogers

Apalled
To the Editor,
After reading the articles last
year concerning racism and now
this year sexism, what's next? I'm
not knocking racism and until
reading the last issue of the Tripod,
I wasn't knocking sexism. After
reading the commentary section I
became infuriated. Never have I
ever read a newspaper where a four
letter word such as the one found
on page eight was allowed to be
printed. I feel the Editors of the
Tripod should have used better
discretion on the wording used. I
thought the girl could have proven
her point very nicely without
stooping to the level of others. 1
might be safe to say that for a girl
pushing sexism, she leaves a very
bad impression upon herself and'
her group.

Taylor, David Chack and Michael
Clare for being d.j.'s. Phil Bradford and Michael LeClair for being
such great technicians. Katy
Youngdahl for engineering. Professor Jacob Love for the kind loan of.
stereo equipment. John Woolley
for his technical assistance. Also
Artist in Residence Stephen Wood
and Dr. Michael Mahoney for their
encouragement and assistance.
Andy Warhol for letting me use his
telephone.
DeDe Faulkner for
helping me put up the pictures.
Special thanks to all who came
and my sincerest apologies to
anyone i have failed to thank.
Silent Pictures will be up through
Saturday, November 10 for those
who would like to see the exhibit
under better lighting conditions.
The party and exhibit were intended to be a multi-media experiment.
Any comments or criticism are
welcomed. (Box 3002) Although I
wasn't sure what to expect I found
the experience very interesting and
enjoyable.
Sincerely,
Frederick V.

Students Study
To the Editor:

Appalled,
William J. Holden, Jr. '82

Alien Thanks
Letter to the general community;
I would like to thank everyone
who helped me with Music for
Silent Pictures on Halloween. Bob
Jones, Reynolds Onderdonk, Andy

Children of the 80's! Next
semester a few students are
forming an independent study
group called "Visions of the
Future." We intend to focus on the
philosophical issues raised by the
psychological, sociological, environmental, technological, religious...questions that are to be
faced in the future. This will be

done by reading both, fiction ami
non-fiction selections and then
meeting once a week in a seminar
to discuss the issues.
Since there will be no attending
professor,. we will need a diverse
group of people to make this course
work. If you are interested or want
more information, drop a note to
Karen McDonald. Box 11%, or
Michael Freedman, Box 1049.

Getting Away
Dear Sirs,
Getting,a way from the closeknit environment typical of Trinity
-College can do wonders for one's
sense of perspective upon reality.
The creative individual can tailor a
semester/year away from jhe Hartford campus into a truly instructive
experience; one which can ultimately heighten the enjoyment of
the student's remaining stay on
this serene campus.
The continual process of selfdeprecation which seems to occur
at Trinity can get to be very depressing at times. Trinity always
seems to suffer in frequent comparisons to Wesleyan, Amherst
and Williams. Hartford inevitably
comes up short when contrasted to
Boston, New York, or Washington.
People complain that the campus is
too "preppy" and that the people
are too homogeneous. Maybe Trinity suffers from a sense of self-castration, self-flagellation, self-degradation.
It is interesting to note that the
Admissions office recently stated in
the Tripod that one of the drawbacks of Trinity College, when
viewed by prospective students is
cont. on p. 8
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Commentary
Viewing Frats in a Larger Time Frame
by Chip Adams
I would like to comment on what
I felt was a healthy, thoughtprovoking article. After listening
to varying viewpoints and working
through the issues, I have arrived
at some observations worth sharing. My overwhelming response i o
McCuaig's train of thought is yes.
As stated, we are lacking true
equality of the sexes, in society and
here at Trinity. Her points should
be read and remembered by all. AsPresident Lockwood has pledged,
the College must continue to direct
its actions accordingly, to improve
the opportunities available to Trinity's women.

I feel, however, that we all need
to study the situation
further.
Trinity has only been co-ed for 10
years. Besides its faculty, administration, staff and students the
existence of an institution of this
kind depends upon the support of
its alumni. At this point in time,
Trinity's is obviously predominantly male.
Twenty-five years
down the road, as more, women
pass through the institution, one
would expect their time and
financial contributions to be reflected in improved women's positions and facilities. It is crucial to
look at the situation in this larger
time reference. •

People are different. But we can
certainly recognize our differences
and exist together peacefully.
Doesn't it seem foolish to expect
everyone to be *he same? After all,
isn't it our individuality that makes
us such a remarkable species? Just
as sexual equality should be an aim
of modern society, there exists a
place, also, for legitimate, mature
male-male and female-female relationships in our society (for those
who. have never thought in these
terms there is a clear distinction
between what I am saying and
homosexuality). In fulfillment of
natural male-male relationships, is

It Was No Laughing Matter
by leanette Glass
I called my mother on
Halloween afternoon and in the
midst of conversation I happened
to mention how wild things have
become around Trinity. Two men
have been threatened, one female
was verbally assaulted and two
roomates had a violent fight. I was
just kidding when I said to her,
"Since this is Halloween, I wonder
what will happen tonight?"
Now, I've always enjoyed
Halloween as a child and since I've
been at Trinity I've always enjoyed
watching the various creations that
appeared at the Halloween dance
at Mather. Some people go to the
extremes to make Halloween a
humorous night. Unfortunately,
this Halloween someone went just
a little too far",
'"
A member of the Class of '83
was somewhat a a loss for a
costume, finally he decided to
dress up as a Ku Klux Klansman.
This Was a very bad move on his
part. He could not quite comprehend why so many people were
upset at his attire when he found it
to be quite humorous. There is
rioghing funny about the distorted
face of a dead man hanging from a

tree. I'm sure many people will
agree with me that a burning cross
is not a pretty sight.
I think I have an idea why the
Klansman outfit was so funny to
the young man; it poses no threat
to him or his family. The Klan will
never destroy his family because
they are the so called "right race."
Oi the other hand the Klan poses a
threat to me and my family solely
because we have a permanent tan.
The Klan represents death and
destruction and that subject matter
is not humorous. I suppose if he
had decided to dress as-a-Nazi he
would have expected members of
the Jewish community to laugh
with him also.
One thing that it is essential for
people to understand is that the
Klansmen, the Nazi party and other
such groups are symbols of the
despicable evil that men impose on
one another. Anyone's presence in
a Klansmen's outfit must not be
taken lightly since it-means a direct
threat to the well-being of one's
fellow man.
I pray to see the day when
oppressed groups are relieved of
their oppressors and all men can
treat each other as true brothers.
Yet, with the rise of the Ku Klux

Letters
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the fact that the college is located
in Hartford. It is interesting to note
that one of the potential assets of
the college is viewed in negative
terms by the administration and
studentsi
I rarely hear Hartford's virtues
contrasted to those of Middletown,
Ct., Amherst, Mass., or Williamstown, Mass. I must admit that I
have not spent a great amount of
time in any-one of these towns;
however, I suspect that they have
less to offer than poor old Hartford.
Students get so bogged down in
their feelings of self pity, self
deprecation, etc., that they rarely
seem to sally forth from the serene
walled-in Summit street sanctum.
Hartford has ballet, Hartford has a
symphony Orchestra, a civic center, but who ever hears of these
things? Who cares?
The point is this. I got off this
god-awful campus for a year, spent
some time working in a high class
bar, spent some time working with
high school kids from the ghetto,
spent some time taking courses at
the UConn branch at Stamford. I
worked as a security guard, a cab
driver, and a waiter.

UConn Stamford branch has a
lot less to offer than Trinity
College. No dorms, no spacious
campus center. Social life is very
limited in a school comprised
basically of commuters from nearby towns, many of them housewives going back to get a degree.
And I lived for Five months with
kids who weren't spoiled by extravagant living, going to prep
schools, driving parent's cars and
vacationing with the folks on
Martha's Vineyard. They were
pretty god-damned fortunate to be
going to New Canaan High School
on scholarship, and they knew it.
They took advantage of opportunities that abounded at a ritzy public
high school, while many of the local
talent partied and got high out of
sheer apathy.
I sometimes wish that others on
this campus could have some of the
same eye-opening experiences
which I have recently encountered.
It is unfortunate that some of you
will have to encounter these experiences vicariously through reading
about them in the Tripod. Cheers,
Sincerely,
JeffGranfield

Klan and the Nazi party, my
dreams rapidly diminish. This
young man's ideu was tasteless and
disgusting and his insistence on
wearing the outfit makes one
question his views on racism and
what in his opinion he considers
common courtesy.
If any threatening comments
were addressed to the young man,
it was because of his choice of
costume (which is always interpreted as a threat to a black
person's existence) and his insistence on wearing it. If anyone
else had worn it, he would have
been treated in the same manner.
Next year, if people are having
problems deciding what to dress up
as-I have many good suggestions that won't offend anyone. Wait
until I call Mom and tell her this . . .

a fraternity inherently sexist?
think noil

I

I attended both a co-ed public
high school and, in my final two
years, a single sexed, private
boarding school, the combination
of which has proven to be intellectually enlightening. While I was
at boarding school, the question
arose of whether the institution
should become co-ed, formalized in
a vote of its board of trustees. The
strongest argument I heard for the
school remaining single-sexed was
that it offered an alternative to
co-ed private boarding schools. No
one was forced to attend, but its
switch to co-education would terminate that alternative.

dents towards academics, which is
reflected to a degree in some of the
houses now, and will undoubtedly
continue to.become more evident in
time if this trend continues.

To some, these institutions provide positive utility.
In their
healthy aspects they are fun; after
all, don't we all strive for personal
happiness? Admittedly, people's
definitions of fun vary, and when a
given fraternity's enjoyment seriously infringes upon the rights of
others, bordering seriously on
irresponsibility, its leaders will
hopefully return to control, moving
the house in a positive direction.
When this fails, it seems just that
other members of the Trinity
community should voice objection,
The school exists today as a as is presently the case.
healthy alternative to co-cducalcd
secondary education. Perhaps the
Trinity's fraternities are a valformation of a new co-ed fraternity uable asset to this community when
is in order, provided there is their actions are positive. Their
sufficient interest within Ihe com- social contributions, not to mention
munity, as an alternative to our the substantial financial contribupresent system. If the interest is tion by individual fraternity memtruly there, as it may well be, it bers, lo better our social life is
seems reasonable to expect that rarely if ever recognized. Frankly,
another co-ed fratcrnity(s) could I'm disbusted by the continued
emphasis of their ills that certain
exist happily in our community.
members of the community feel
There is little question of the repeatedly compelled to .stress.
significant roles that Trinity's
fraternities play in the college's
These comments are not speundergraduate social life, To their cifically directed towards elevating
members, and at various times the or subordinating the fraternity's
entire community, they serve as a role a! Trinity. I simply want to
bona-fide release from the pres- remind the entire community of the
sures of academics in their social fraternity's legitimate vuk \\\ this
functions. In my four years here, I college, and urge you to view the
have observed what I feel is a more issue of sexism in a larger lime
serious attitude by incoming stu- frame.

Over the Transom

Looking for Real Issues
letter from Psi U expressed its
point pretty clearly.
(It is presumptuous of me to
Strange. For several weeks judge these pieces, but remember,
now, students at Trinity have been I am a regular columnist for the
going around talking about issues, Tripod; other students can write
yelling at each other and writing long, passionate articles about a
commentary pieces for the Tripod; subject and go untouched, while I
the topics have not been controver- crack a few jokes about it in a
sies so much as messes, and some column on something else and
of the writing hasn't been too swift, people scream for my head. Rank
but students have been expressing has its privileges.)
At any rate, the sexism and
opinions about things. Must be
fraternity debates have been enjoysunspots.
This is a mixed blessing. For able, because they have met the
instance, the last few weeks have two requirements for good comturned the Tripod staff into an mentary. The first requirement is
office of Mr. Bills; Peter can't open to show restraint. The Tripod, for
his mailbox without saying, "Oh, example, has been sorely pressed
nooo! They're gonna be mean to but has not resorted to the ultimate
us!" Last spring, we were run by a weapon of journalism; it has not
cabal of bullies operating out of said "We stand by our story."
Editors love to say "We stand by
Pike. This year, we're out to crush
the fraternities. A student appears our story." It sends First Amendment shivers running up and down
on page.. 1 as being asked and
their spines.
refusing to comment; next week,
his friends write and accuse us of
Also, the student writers for the
going behind his back. The arts
most part have kept their argueditor leaves for a glamorous job ments under control, because when
with the underground paper. The you try to be really devastating,
Tripod is under siege. The big kids you end up devastating your arguare attacking the treehbuse.
ment. It is a marvelous feeling to
Still, I am happy to see it, get so hot that the typewriter starts
because it's getting other people smoking, but if it gets too hot, you
into the commentary pages. There get a meltdown that goes through
the,desk and into your lap, and you
have been half a dozen letters and
also get metaphors like that one. If
articles from the sexism protest,
with Leslie McCuaig writing the you know anything at all about
best of them last week. Unfortu- writing, you want to avoid that.
nately, hardly any articles have
The second prerequisite for
taken the other side -- it is easier to controversy is that it be a Real
be sexist than non-sexist, but Issue. Real Issues are those worth
writing is harder than either of writing about, and writing well;
them- though William Bullard's whether at Trinity or in the outside
by Eric Grevstad

world, Real Issues are the stuff that
makes good commentary. Real
Issues have class. Fake issues
don't. Let me give some examples.
Sexism is a Real Issue. The AD
fraternity not paying its taxes is a Real Issue, if they are in danger of
losing their house and thereby their
function as a social center for
Trinity students. An AD brother
writing hysterical letters to the
Tripod because we reprinted something from the Courant is about as
poor as issues get.
The Tripod's role as a campus
newspaper is a Real issue. Individual Tripod reporters ; are ; not.
"Gallusgrandis" has mentioned
Real Issues a few times, but never
with Real Taste.
The energy crisis is a Real
Issue. The Soviet troops in Cuba
arc not a Real Issue, though the
Trinity basketball team is. Jerry
Brown is unreal.
Jane Fonda is a Real Issue.
Cheryl Tiegs is fake. Martina
Navratilova is the genuine article.
It is hard to predict the next big
issue that will fire students'
passions at Trinity. ConnPIRG, for
all its jumping up and down, is
never going to make it; nor,
probably, will any of the 1980
campaigns. Whatever happens,
though, I would like to see students
getting involved, in Seal Issues,
and I would like to see them writing
about them for the Tripod.
What I am sick and tired of, if
you ask me, is this Eric Grevstad
guy everyone's been writing about.
I've heard about all I'm going to
stand about him.

V
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Announcements
Divestiture
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On Wednesday November 7th at
7:30 in Wean Lounge there will be
a discussion of the divestiture of
Trinity's funds in South Africa.'
The moral, social and legal ramifications of this issue will be
discussed. Students, Faculty and
administrators are urged to attend,
C
k Tahiti

their records of achievement in
academic areas and/or for achievements in personal, campus or
community activities. Past Winners
have been involved in the biological
sriences, judicial internships, po!itics, music, athletics and in the
media.
The 1980 Top Ten will be
featured in Glamour's August
College Issue. During May, June

Fr.enCll I 3IJ'e

or July the ten winners will come to

United Nations
The Aims of the Organization:
1. To study the work of the
United Nations and its specialized
agencies and to promote interest in
their work for peace and security.
2. To promote cultural exchange and understanding among
the Nations and Races on our
planet.
3. To stimulate and maintain
student interest in International
Affairs.
4. To foster friendship among
the youth of all countries.
5. To actively participate in
National and International youth
activities. If interested, please
contact:
George Tamaklow
Box 410
Telephone: 524-S276

Table Francaise - le mardi, N e w Y o f k ° n a n all-expense paid
6:15. Mather Hall, the "Red trip to meet the magazine staff.
receive $5500 cash prizes, yisit
Room" (now white).
some of the city's finest restaurants, nightspots and cultural
centers, and meet with a top
The Watkinson Library Trinity p r o f e s s i o n a l i n their field.
College Library Associates will
students interested in entering
hold an open house on Tuesday, t h e s e a r c h s h o u i d contact William
November 13 at 8:00 p.m. in the L Churchill in the Trinity Public
Watkinson Library. The speaker R e i a t l o n s office at 79 Vernon
will be Peter J. Knapp, reference S t r e e t ( E x t 35Q ) f o r m o r e i n f o r .
librarian, archivist and bibliog- m a t i o n a n d e n t r y blanks. The
rapher at the Trinity Library. His d e a Q i , n e for applications is Detopic will be "Boxing the Compass: c e m b e r 14, 1979.
There will be a meeting of all
"Book Collecting Experiences."
senior thesis writers on Tuesday,
Knapp will discuss the process of
November 6 at 4:15 p.m. in
putting together his private collecSeabury 19.
Columbia
University
law Sincerely,
tion
of maritim
maritime an
and naval litera
don of
ture which will be on display in the School's Metropolitan Area is Edward W. Sloan
Watkinson Library until mid- co-sponsoring with the Asian Chairman
American Law Student Associa- Department of History
February.
tion:
The public is invited to attend
LAW DAY
the talk, free of charge.
on
NovemberlO, 1979 at Columbia U.
Law School (Case Lounge 7th Students planning to study abroad
Nancy Liston, who is the chair of Floor) 116th St. & Amsterdam during the Trinity Term (Spring)
1980 are expected to complete all
the Connecticut Chapter of the Ave.
arrangements and notify the Office
National Abortion Rights Action
of Foreign Study advising of their
League, will speak on the political
plans by 15 November 1979. A
issues surrounding Abortion. The
Mather Campus Center is in- special form for such notification
talk
- - and
• follow-up- discussion will
, nn terested in holdilng a backgammon
may be obtained in the office,
be held Thursday Nov 6 at 4:00 t Q u r n a m e n t w h h o t h e r c o U
Williams 210E.
P.M. in Wean Lounge^ The Event
_. .
is" co-sponsored by the Woman s
it would be for
• Center <ind ; the: Democratic; So- the benefit of the March of Dimes.
-An earlyi r^sipqnse"Is needed in There will be general information
order to set plans. If you are meetings on study abroad in
interested, please contact mather Alumni Lounge on the following
Campus Center, ext. 273.
dates:
This Tuesday, November 6, at
Wednesday, 7 November
4:00 there will be a discussion in
1979, 2:00 p.m.
the Cave dealing with the Middle
Monday, 12 November
East and the oil problem.
Professor Kassow will be there to Volunteers are wanted for a 1979,-9:00 a.m.
participate in the discussion. Stu- Training Weekend to teach
problem solving and life planning
dents and faculty are welcome.
skills to inmates at the Hartford
Hunger is a world wide issue
Corrections Center. As a volunteer
you can help inmates explore the but it is also a problem here in
"alternatives" available in their- Hartford. How many people are
The Asylum Hill Artists' Co- lives.
hungry? Who are they? What
operative, located at 94 Aliyn "Zl~." . . . . .
,,
c
* ti ^ J •
1• • *
This training is being sponsored by programs meet their needs and
Street, Hartford, is seeking
interns . ,..
.
r
n
„ . . . ,
.
, s „ „
the Alternatives Program Inc., an what programs are ineffective? The
to help in the Artworks Gallery
. ..
,
, , .„
first step in tackling a problem is to
..
• „,
,, . , j
organization
made up
—ae
.. .
^ of volunteers determine its scope. Trinity
opertions.
This would
. community
. . . .who
« » .teach
. u students will be working on a
planning, coordinating
andinclude
sched- from the
uling an educational touring prog- problem solving, decision making Hartford Hunger Survey under the
ram as well as establishing a slide and life planning skills to inmates sponsorship
of
ConnPIRG.
registry for member artists. For and ex-offenders. The Training Anyone interested in working on
more information contact. Katya Weekend will be held on Saturday," this survey should attend the
Williamson at 525-7506.
November 10th from 9:00 am to meeting on Wednesday, November
8:00 pm and Sunday, November 7 at 4:00 in Wean Lounge.
11th from 9:00am to 5:00 pm at the
Stowe Village Community Center
Applications for the Trinity Colin Hartford.
On
Thursday
evening,
lege Legislative Internship ProFor more information about November 8, a t . 7:15 pm, two
gram are still being received. A
becoming a volunteer please recent college graduates working
"fact sheet" and an application
contact Liz McGUI at 249-2333, - on the George Bush presidential
blank may be obtained from Mrs.
Debbie Kronick at 693-2057 or campaign will be at Trinity to talk
Willard, Room 322, McCook.
Ruth Jordan at 529-1069.
about Bush, his positions, and his
Students interested in the procampaign. Learn why syndicated
gram may also contact Mike
columnist Nick Thimmesch says
Mascolo and Chris Hillcoat, who
"no one in the present.pack is more
will be serving as T.A.'s for the
qualified than Bush."
The New England Cooperative
1980'program. The target date for
If you are interested in learning
Network (NECN) is a group of
matching interns with state legis
about
Bush or becoming actively
lators is December 1st. Professor representatives from food co-ops,
Clyde McKee, Program Director.
social service agencies, and other involved in his campaign, come to
cooperative organizations..The the meeting Thursday night, in
Ogilby Dining Room, next to St.
Network will be meeting on
Anthony
Hall. All are welcome.
Saturday to discuss how the
Trinity students are invited to National Consumer Cooperative
participate in Glamour Magazine's Bank can best serve the needs of
1980 top Ten College Women New England residents, as well as
The Trinity Republican Club is
Competition. Women from col- to share training, and technical
leges and universities throughout assistance information. All in- alive and kicking again. Come to
the country will compete in the terested persons are invited to our first meeting Wednesday, Nov.
magazine's search for ten out- participate on Saturday, November 8 at 7:30 pm in the Committee
Room. If you are interested in
standing students.
10, between 10 AM and 5 PM in
A panel of Glamour editors will seabury 9-17. Sponsored by the coming, but can't , please notify
Tiza London, Box 225.
select the winners on the basis off Trinity chapter of ConnPIRG.
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Guest Speaker

Vincent Bugliosi, considered
one of the U.S.'s best prosecuting
(1) C o e d u c a t i o n s
An attorneys and the prosecutor of
Assessment
Charles Manson, will speak on
9:45-10:45 a.m., Widener Monday, November 12 at 8 p.m. in
Gallery, Austin Arts Center
the Washington Room. Bugliosi, in
examining the cult phenomenon,
Ron Spencer "64
will discuss his best-seller book and
Kathy Frederick '71
top-rated TV special, Helter
Alice O'Connor '80
Noreen Channels, Assoc. Skelter, as well as his latest book,
Till Death Us Do Part. The lecture
Professor of Sociology
will be free for Trinity students and
(2) Women's. Athletics:
A a $1.00 admission will be charged
to the public.
Winning Tradition
10:45-11:45 a.m., Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center
The Women's Center was
Susan Martin Haberlandt
broken into on Thursday night,
'71
October 25. Several items ,were
Lanier Drew '80
stolen, including 5 large and 4 small
Nick Noble '80
Chet McPhee, Professor of beige wide wale corduroy cushions
(from the sofas); a large hanging
Physical Education
Sue McCarthy, Instructor, wicker lamp and 4 large brightly
colored print floor cushions. The
Physical Education
nature of the break-in and the
(3) Trinity Alumnae: Beyond items stolen indicate that the theft
was probably committed by a
the Degree
10:45-11:45 a.m., Widener student (or students) looking for
furnishings for their dorm room. If
Gallery, Austin Arts Center
- Emily Sullivan '74, attorney, anyone has any information
regarding the whereabouts of these
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy
Mary Jo Keating '74, - items, please contact the Women's
Manager,
Corporate Com- Center or the Security Office. (No
munications, Kaman Corporation questions asked.)
Connie Doyle '74, Assistant
to Vice ^President of Finance,
Sotheby's'Art Gallery
A meeting of student interns
• Karen Tucker '74, Staff and interested faculty will be held
A d m i n i s t r a t o r , C o n n e c t i c u t on Monday, November 12th, at
General Life Insurance
4:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge. This
Cheryl Ives, Associate will be an informal group
Director of Career Counseling, discussion of internship exTrinity College
periences with members of the
administration
focusing
on
benefits, disadvantages and
You are cordially invited to suggestions for improvement in the
attend the first meeting of Internship Program. Please cornel
ALTERNATIVE, a new discussion Refreshments served.
group with several different
modern Christian viewpoints. We are a personal discussion group,
The Trinity Tutoring Program
dealing with topics that touch
needs students to>.work one hour
everyone: Love, Loneliness, social per week at the MacDonough
pressure, bigotry, peer pressure, Elementary School, located less.
and grade pressure. Students, than two blocks from campus.
Faculty, and administration are all .Tutors are free to choose the grade
invited to involve themselves no level arid time period that are most
matter what religious/ per- suitable for them,
sonal/ political viewpoints. Our
If you are interested, and can
first meeting will be held tonight, help someone in reading or math,
Tuesday, Nov. 6,7-* pm 70 Vemon please contact D. Brooks, box 482.
St.
For further information contact
Tony Shenton, Allison Howe, or
cont. tromp.3
call the chaplain at x484.
restrictions and problems that all
Trinity students must consider with
on-campus jobs. Students can Pre-registration for Spring
devote only a certain amount of
Term 1980 will be on Thursday and
time to a job without affecting their
Friday, November 15 and 16,
academic work. In the words of
according to the alphabetical
John Taylor, "Trinity is concerned
schedule to be mailed by the
with you as a student first, and an
Registrar's office to aE students.
on-campus worker second." The
All students who expect to confact that everyone has a limited
tinue at Trinity next term must preamount of time to devote to a job,
•register. Any student planning to
narrows the possibility of a non-aid
withdraw voluntarily for the fall
student earning more than $800
term should file a "Notice of Withduring the course of one semester.
drawal" with the Registrar's Office
Students without financial aid
prior to preregistration. Students
who plan to study in Rome next are not necessarily free of financial
term should not preregister but will worries. The criteria for financial
be sent registration materials aid is based upon the total income
separately. Students are asked to of a family. However, that figure
cooperate by reporting-—as may not reflect the total amount of
scheduled and by having all the aid that a family contributes to a
necessary signatures, permission student's education. Due to perslips and forms ready to present at sonal circumstances, an individual
may be responsible for a subpreregistration.
stantial amount of his tuition and
expenses.
White the existing rules
generally
do not compensate this
There will be an AIESEC
meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 6, at type of student, exceptions have
. 7:30 in the Alumni Lounge. We will been made,_John Taylor recombe meeting with the Board of mends that a stid-'nt who enAdvisors (BOA) on Monday, Nov. counters this problem seek his help
12 at 7:30 in the Alumni Lounge, on an individual basis. The .campus
1
NOT ON TUBS., NOV. 13, as we work program might br of considerable
aid
to
a
student
Viih
this
had decided at the last meeting.
type
of
need.
Attendance is mandatory.

Women's Center

Internship Meeting

ALTERNATIVE

Tutors Needed

Employment

Pre-regist ration

AIESEC

••• '••• rL:<
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La Ronde is a Slowly Revolving Circle
they do what they do, The scene
by Barbara J. Selmo
between Alfred the Young GentleLa Ronde is a continuing circle man, and the married woman,
of passion and sex set in Old Emma," develops a relationship in
Vienna. It sounds almost as if which the difficulties of a secret
someone confused 20th century affair, the relationship between a
morals with 19th century setting. strong woman and a childlike man,
But the Theatre Arts Department's and the question of respectability
presentation of "La Ronde," by play important parts. The next
Arthur Schnitzjer does its best to scene finds Emma and her husband
convince the audience that a past at home. Emma seems to be more
time period does not antiquate the aware of her desires and the
sexual act, :
,
complexities of sexual relationships
In ten scenes, the play presents than her husband Carl. He is; in an
ten characters, ranging from a over-emphasized depiction of 19th
prostitute to a count. These char- century male morals, struggling to
acters interact in couples, • then fit a mode, yet not really satisfying
form new couples, as these love his personal desires. This scene
affairs move from a frolicking roll was the longest, and perhaps the
in the grass between the Prostitute most convincing. It gave the two
and the Soldier to an affair between characters ample room for their rea philosophizing Count and a lationship and for , their extra
wordly Actress. Each scene at- marital relationships to be suggestempts many things. We are ted and developed. Emma, an un'introduce^ to a man and a woman, characteristic 19th century female,
and watch their character build as believes that a married couple
they discuss, perform, and discuss should always be on a honeymoon
again the sexual act. We discover (always have sex, in other words),
how each character's individual arid not just be friends, as her
ideas work with his partner and, as husfeand Carl believes. Her ideas
the partners achieve sophistication, appall him, whose character is
how This sophistication affects their amply described by such lines as
relationship.
_"You (meaning wives) come to us
Several scenes were very effec- (husbands) pure and ignorant."
tive in conveying some degree of Eventually, we discover* that Carl
the depth that a relationship can has had and probably is having an
have. These scenes have characters affair. Emma, in a shrewd, rather
that attempt to understand why than resigned act, allows her

-.

•

Photo by Charlie Rosenfield

The Proslitute and the Soldier, (Laurie Weltz and John Sapiro) walk
to a field for a frolic, in a scene from the Theatre Department's
production of "La Ronde."

Bach Bereaved
by Sarah Jane Nelson
For the knowledge of those
economical souls who chose a
Mather lunch over a musical lunch
in the Trinity Chapel, the third
Bach's Lunch took place Friday
afternoon. The featured soloists
were Leonie Hershfield "80, on
violin, Scott Lessrie '80 also on
violin, and James Longenbach '81,
on harpsichord. The musical menu
consisted of J. S; Bach's Prelude
and Fugue No. 5 in D Maj., G. F.
Handel's Sonata No, 4 in D Maj • for
violins and Harpsichord, and the
popular Concerto in D Minor for
two Violins by Bach.
Leonie Hershfield has studied
the violin for thirteen years at the
Hartford Conservatory. She is a
German and Mathematics major.
Scott Lessne has played the, violin
for fourteen years. Likewise, he too
has studied at the Hartford
Conservatory. Lessne is the Acting
Co-Master G atillonneur and

majoring in Economics. James
Longenbach is an English major who has been playing harpsichord
for fourteen years.
Longenbach took the Prelude
at a breathtaking tempo. Due to
this fact, the music itself had little
time to breathe in terms of
definition and phrasing. In the
Fugue there were some delightfully
quizzical moments. However, spirit
was lacking.
G. F, Handel's Sonata No. 4 in
D Major showed Lessne at his best
in the lower registers where the
tone was warm and open.
However, the technical challenge
of cross bowings from the high
octaves to lower ones often portrayed an unwilling instrument,
whose tone was hard and brassy.
The second movement of the
sonata would have benefitted from
a freer use of dynamics.
Lessne gave the Bach Double
Concerto a brave introduction.
eont. onp. 12

husband to sleep, assured of her
"sweetness," while meditating on
her progressing affair.
The scene in which the Count
and the Actress attempt to deal
with the question of whether
people engaging in affairs are all
striving to be happy is a scene that
attempts to universalize affairs as
well as probe them for "inner"
meaning. Unfortunately, the character of the Count is verbose, and
expounds theories even more than
his nickname "the Philosopher"
would lead one to imagine. The
Actress, next to Emma, is the
strongest female character. Whether it is her relationship with the
Poet, or wwith the Count, she is
cool, detached and sure of the
reasons for her actions. She (as
well as the audience) who by now
are well prepared for the piece de
resistance of every scene) knows
the ultimate end of her relationships, and does not try to analyze.
"La »Ronde" as a play is
plagued with problems of meaning
and development. In general, it is
an uncomfortable play, long in not
so clever dialogue and short in convincing ideas. Ten scenes to
explain a prevalent condition in
Vienna could be effective if the
scenes were quick moving and
direct in meaning. Obviously,
Schnitzler did not want to examine
sexual affairs, or he would have
constructed tighter action in fewer
acts. His use of ten contrasting
scenes appears to mean that he
wanted the immorality, monumental desirei and the inevitability of
desire to be understood as a natural
human condition, developed by
quick scenes illustrative of passionate affairs. But "La Ronde"
presents ten scenes that are alii- for
the most part, ponderous, slow,
and plagued with as much inconsequential dialogue as that which is
important. The dialogue was tedious to the point that one would like
to have fidgeted to avoid hearing it.
It was relieved only by very convincing acting. Obviously then, the
problems with the play were more
intrinsic than external.
Several of the actor's performances were notable, and lent
some semblance of credibility to
the play. Ian MacNell, as the
Young Gentleman, gave a convincing portrayal of a quasi-decadent

Photo by Charlie Rosenficld

Cathy Dorsey and Ian MacNell, as the Parlor Maid and the Young
Gentleman, in a scene from "La Ronde."
young man, interested in affairs conversations, incriminations, and
but confused about his own sexual quips, was utlimately devoted to
beliefs. His performance was quick sex. Goodman's sultry voice cararid often funny. Ami Rothschild, ried her character, as well as her
as the Young Wife, gave a sweeping arm gestures, not so
effective in
refreshing portrayal of the struggle .mpclv.dr&jrnatic, as
l
of a young 'Woman of that age creating a 4rar*fcst>-fesgrwCerr herseff
giving in to her desires. She, too, and anyone else, IhatSfiBB con trolcould be funny and cynical. Coup- led. Goodman and Thompson were
led with Michael Countryman, as playful and sophisticated.
the Husband, they were a model
It is a pity that the clever device
set of characters, without dubious
backgrounds and with futures of a circle of relationships became
definable by their present actions. such a slowly revolving circle.' The
Michael Countryman was effective acting made certain scenes humoras a stolid, "gentlemanly," "re- ously common, other interminable,
and gave and gave others their only
spectable" husband.
John Thompson, the Poet, and ing note. The meaning of "La
Mary Goodman, The Actress, were Ronde" is part of a disappearing
the most humorous couple in the magic act, surfacing in certain
play. Their performance improved scenes and disappearing in others.
on Schnitzler simply because it was It is highlighted by uncluttered
amusing and interesting, and dis- sets, clever repartee, and sexual
played the conflict between char- high jinx. Man's "basic desires"
acters that was so difficult to find in are certainly noticeable, but unforother scenes. Their relationship, tunately through eyes lacking
though basically one of sweeping perception.

Pinskv Broadens Horizons

He read quite extensively from his
by Ted Lord
new work, and it seems much of his
Thursday night, amidst many of philosophy centers around the
the more publicized events in characters of his own life: his
Mather Hall, the Trinity College professor at Stanford, his wife and
Poetry C enter sponsored Robert daughter. Divided into 23 section,
Pinsky in their first reading of the the seven or so he read seemed to
year. Professor of English at flow smoothly into one another.
Wellesley College, and poetry The effect of the words lies heavily
editor of the New Republic, Pinsky on the lyric nature of the iambic
has a reputation which is growing meter; and this is perhaps why at
quickly. His first volume of poems, times the poetry seemed to lack
Sadness and Happiness, appeared simplicity and directness. But by
in 1975; his second, An Ex- the final section's close, Pinsky had
planation of America, has recently woven a hush over the audience;
been released, It appears in the with the applause one could see
. form of a long essay, written in people shaking their heads, trying
iambic pentameter and is voiced as to put in order some of the
a father-daughter monologue, in memorable phrases.
which he tries to explain what he
Pinsky came to Trinity
perceives of the country she will
through
his selection as a member
inherit. Along with poems which
have appeared in various of this year's Connecticut Poetry
periodicals, two books of criticism Circuit. Presenting readers from
this organization is only one of the
are also to his credit.
functions of the Trinity College
Pinsky, before his hour-long Poetry Center. For the past two
reading, aptly described himself as years the Poet-in-Residence
a "verse essayist". Many of his program has been expanded, and
poems find the narrator staring out now students from 3 public high
the windows of busses and trains, and one parochial school have a
stringing together separate im- chance through several workshops
pressions in an effort to achieve to receive guidance and enperspective on the unanswerable. couragement from a professional

poet. Trinity students schedule
individual conferences with the
poet during his ten-day stay, The
Connecticut Commission on the
Arts has provided a 1,500 dollar
matching grant for the past two
years, and an application has been
submitted for this spring. The
Center also provides several opportunities for Trinity Students to
gather to hear each others work;
Finally the Center is also involved
in the Circuit's sponsoring of four
student poets, selected from the
associated institutions; Trinity
student poets have been
represented for the past several
years.
Attendance at Thursday night's
reading verged on twenty, *>
disappointing turnout considering
Pinsky's reputation for vividness
and accelerating prominence
among American poets. I found the
hour inspirational and broadening,
in fact, exciting, a term one
justifiably hesitates in applying to
poetry readings. And I hope this
praise of Trinity's fine program will
encourage student awareness of
the numerous opportunities
provided, and possible participation.
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Evita Deserves Praise
had been given over to his
commentary on Eva. The show is at
"Evita" is the latest rock opera its best when the authors are
by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd allowed to be frank about their
Webber, who wrote "Jesus Christ obvious fascination with this extraSuperstar" - opened in New York ordinary figure: her solo songs are
on September 25th. Evita is based by far the most compelling in the
on the life of the second wife of the show. Fascist or not, the character
post World War II president' of of Eva makes for good theatre: and
Argentina, Juan Peron. Eva Peron second hand commentary on her
rose from nothing to become the lack of humanity is simply not as
most powerful woman Latin Amer- interesting. It is patronizing to an
ica has ever seen. She led the audience to be presenting a figure
country with Peron for six years only to be telling them what they
until her death in 1952.
should not let themselves think
The original production has about her. 1 kept wondering if
been running in London for one and Evita's behavior is so despicable,
a half years and is one of London's why are they assuming that I can't
biggest hits of the post-war stage. tell that for myself?
Both productions were directed by
Clearly there is a conflict here.
Hal Prince, who is probably the On the one hand, the authors are
most successful and respected drawn by the theatrical potential of
director of Broadway musicals.
a compelling figure like Eva Peron,
The Broadway production has and on the other hand, those who
been produced by rock mogul became responsible for marketing
Robert Stigwood, who has engin- the work became afraid that
eered the success of John Travolta audiences might be offended by the
and the Bee Gees. And a week politics of such a controversal
before the New York production heroine. It is unfortunate that when
opened, the box office was reported Hal Prince responded to this fear
to have sold over 2 million dollars by trying to tone down the politics,
worth of tickets in advance sales. the result was so heavy-handed and
Clearly, expectations were high.
marred the show so considerably.
The staging by Hal Prince is
When the show opened in"
London some of the reviewers were simply excellent: what we are
shown of the events through which
taken aback by its political content.
It was accused of being a glamori- Eva came to power are made both
Prince is
zation of a dedicated fascist. In lucid and exciting.
reaction to this criticism, the particularly good at staging continuous music. In Act II, for instance,
politics in the show were adapted
for the Broadway opening, at the we see Eva's first public appearrequest of Hal Prince: specifically, ance as the wife of the new political
the role of Che Guevara has been leader; we see her fantastic 'Raindeveloped to become a counterpart bow Tour' of Europe and then the
•\
to Evita. Artistically; this was an events leading up to her death.
* unfortunate decision, t have not Eva hardly seems to leave the
seen the London production, but I stage. And yet every transition
know that the production I saw in between the charged high enerby
moments is made to count-even
New York had been rendered
the costume changes. I recall, in
almost meaningless 6y the interference of the character of Che: it particular, the last 15 minutes of
the show wnich all takes place to
seemed as if almost half the show
by Ian MacNeil
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after a desparate argument with her husband, which
takes place between two adjoining
bedrooms? Peron and his bedroom
glide offstage and Eva is escorted
to a set of microphones where she
delivers her final broadcast; her
plush dressing gown _is then
stripped to reveal an unflattering
hospital nightgown and the covers
of the bed are drawn back to reveal
a cold hospital bed: she is placed in
the bed and she dies.
I enjoyed Patti Lupone's performance of Evita very much. She
sang the difficult score with great
technical skill and convincing emotion. She also accomplished the
difficult transitions from one aspect
of Eva's personality to the other
quite beautifully. Bob Gunton was
solid and convincing as Peron. The
chorus was as good as they could
have been.
The sets and costumes by
Timothy O'Brien and Tazeena Firth
are both attractive and emminently
functional. The set was beautifully
co-ordinated to enhance the action.
Wagons and banners glide in and
out of the stage area with the ease
of dancers. The costumes gave a
good sense of the period. The

Photo by Mary Bryant and Palt Dale

Patti LuPone (foreground) and company in a scene from "Evita," at
the Broadway Theatre.
lighting moved with amazing preci- tion of what is almost a great*
sion and was excellent for convey- musical and at some moments it is
ing mood and locale. All the visual simply as fine as any musical can
aspects of the production were at be. Unfortunately, it is also a sad
once attractive, unified, and effec- demonstration of what can happen
to a show when the author's
tive.
I recommend this show very intentions are tampered with'too
highly: it is a blockbuster produc- much.

Cocteau Creates Ethereal Love
by Rachel Mann
The tortured love story of
Patrice and Nathalie, as portrayed
in the operatic
screenplay
L'Eternel Retourne, played in
McCook Auditorium on Wednesday, October 31. This film,
written and produced in Germanoccupied France in 1943, retells the
epic of Tristan and Iseut in Jean
Cocteau's twentieth century
adaptation.
Patrice, Marc's nephew played
by Jean Marais, promises to find a
young and beautiful woman for his

uncle to wed. Patrice is : then
wounded in a barroom brawl while
on business concerning his uncle's
estates and is nursed to health by
Nathalie, played by Madeleine
Sologna, and her adopted aunt.
Nathalie is, of course, "the image of
young
womanhood."
Upon
' regaining his health, Patricereturns to Marc's castle with
Nathalie. Marc is quickly smitten
by this stunning and noble woman
and declares his intention to marry
her. However, the unfortunate pair
- Patrice and Nathalie - have slowly
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grown to love one another which is
then further enhanced by a love
potion which the psychotic and evil
dwarf, Achille, has put in their
glasses-believing it to be poison.
The story ensues of their thwarted,
tragic, and painful love for one
another which results in their
mutual deaths.
The tale is tragically classic;
Jean Delannoy, the director,
enhances the pathos and beauty of
the epic through his adroit and
stylized utilization of his camera,
using cameos and close-ups to their
fullest
effect.
Occasionally,
however, these- attempts at
poeticism fail, due to their overt
melodrama and saccharinity. For instance, when Patrice and
Nathalie arrive on a white horse to
the family estates, one is swept
away by the landscape shown by
Dellanoy which, with a medievel
castle at its center, creates a quality
of faery. In contrast, the still pose
of Patrice and Nathalie's two fair,
aryan heads, looking one in pride
and the other in awe at the castle,
comes close ; to destroying
Delannoy's initially inspiring effect; he tends to be overstated.
On the other hand, Delannoy
successfully takes advantage of the
black and white medium. The
colors emphasize thje traditional
roles of good and evil in conflict.
Notably, the two lovers are always
clothed in white. This device.
intensified by the porcelain and
grey shades, creates a fantastic and
medievel feel to this contemporary
version of Tristan and Iseut.
Despite these techniques which
are, on the whole, well-used to
produce an ethereal, yet omnipresent nature, the film lacks
depth. The lovers are frustratingly
superficial, as is their passion for
one another. It seems as if the
writer - and the director were attempting to portray the lave
between Nathalie and Patrice as
wholesomely naive, and pure. Yet,
one senses from the dialogue and
the plot that this emotion should be
far from innocent. The twelfth
century epic portrays this affairjas
^adulterous; therefore, it is doubly
miserable and dangerous. The r
sensuality which Dellanoy attempts
to weave is flawed because of this
perhaps puritannicai Jack. ,•
» 1 2 •.;•:• . . ± . . - . ;
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Arts
"Trains" Deliver Good Food
' problem and bring back the large selection of sandwiches and
by Joan Steuer and David Clark
peacefulness of the old Pullman burgers for a light meal. The
While wandering through the •' c a r .
"Signalman", a roast beef sandwich
winding streets of Hartford, Trinity • We had just gotten settled, with melted swiss cheese and
Underprivileged Meal Samplers when our waitress, presented us Russian dressing on toasted rye, is
(TUMS) were sidetracked by a with the bill of fare. The menu is particularly recommended. The
recent addition to Hartford's culin- divided into six sections from soups "Cow Catcher," is a charbroiled
ary scene,
The Great Train to desserts. An entrance way black- burger cooked to order with your
Robbery Cafe; located in Hart- board announces the specials for choice of toppings. , For those
ford's renovated Union Place, the day, and patrons should take looking for something a little less
offers diners a relaxing meal note of these additions to the filling, there is the "Railroad
in a nostalgic setting. For the regular menu, t h e rather extensive Crossing", which combines turkey
economy-minded student, the wine list and Bar Car Specialty breast and baked ham with sliced
Great.Train Robbery is the perfect section offer the thirsty traveller a cucumbers and a dilled cream
spot, for a light meal,
taste of the world-: from Italy's: cheese dressing.
'... Manager Tom Sullivan con- Valpolicella wine to the C aribbean'
In the- "Dining Car" section,
ducted, us to a table in the raised Pina Colada. '
hungry customers may select from
area of the restaurant. The fresh
Your TUMS enjoyed the a variety of entrees, including beefflowers and candle on the' table delicious L'Oignon Daily, a ke-bab, fresh fish, casseroles, and
complemented the cozy at- "cheese-crusted crock of bubbling omelettes. Prices for dinners are
mosphere, A hand-tooled railing onion soup" from a selection which $3.50-55.00.
separates the raised area from the includes New Englander clam
From the "Sweet Tooth
lower level of the cafe. The chowder and two homemade daily Station," we sampled the sumpsuspended model train circling the specials-all at approximately $1.50 tuous "Height of Delight," an
gray marble bar in the center of the each. An outstanding item from the armaretto and kahlua parfait laced
room is a novel and quite in- "Salad Station" is the "Continental with toasted almonds. Other
teresting. The miniature train is Limited", a luscious combination available treats are carrot cake,
indicative- of the extensive of artichoke hearts, mushrooms, cheese cake and baklava. Prices at
collection of railroad memorabilia peas and olives on a bed of Boston the "Sweet Tooth Station" range
which graces the restaurant and lettuce, topped with slivered from $1.25 to $2.00.
provides
an
atmosphere almonds. Other equally reasonable
The GTR Cafe definitely
reminiscent of a past era.
and creative Salads are "Theprovides something for even the
;A steady stream of • patrons Conductor" and "The Right most discriminating PIG (Person
provided a background buzz that Track"-each boasting its own Into Gastronomy). Your TUMS
we found rather distracting from unique flavor. Prices range from feel that the GTB certainly
(he otherwise pleasant surroun- 5.90 to $2.65.
deserves a whistle-stop visit by
dings. This Saturday night rushMouthwatering "Baggage Car" other Trin students, for it offers
hour traffic was comprised mainly side dishes include rice pilat with good food and drink at modest
of young-exec's, with a few rowdy sauteed mushrooms and herb prices.
college kids (Trin students, of seasonings,- zucchini julienne,
RATING: t t t (Very Good)
course) and several members of the eggplant and steak fries, and "the
Atmosphere - casual
Geritol jet-set., A few strategically Usuals"- potato salad or cole slaw.
Food- very good
placed acoustical tiles or even The moderate prices run from ,35
Prices-reasonable
some quiet music migh help to to $1.50,
Service- excellent
alleviate the " disturbing noise
The "Club Car" section offers a

Heroes Relive Tragic Love

BachLunch

Thinking of Law School
The University of Iowa
College of Law will have a
representative on campus on
November 7 to talk with all
students interested in a law
career.. Contact Career Planning and Placement for details.

CASA
DI
TRAVEL

Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
Check-out our low rates
to Florida

DOMENICSCOTECE
(203)527-6600
422 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFC/RD, CONN. 06106
across from D& D Package

MUSIC
Richard Coffrey, organist, opens the "Enrich Your Lunch"
series at the South Congregational-First Baptist Church, 90 Main
St., New Britain, on Wed., Nov. 7, at 12 noon.
Alicia de Larrocha, pianist, performs works by Beethoven, Bach,
Shumann, and Ravel on Wed., Nov. 7, at 8 PM. For more
information, call 527-3123.
The Trinity College organ series will continue on Fri., Nov. 9 at
8:15 PM with a concert by Professor Larry Smith of the School of
Music at Kent State University, Ohio.. Admission is free in the
Trinity Chapel.
The Sounding Board presents The Galvanized Jazz Band on
Sat.. Nov. 10 at 8 PM. Call 563-3263 for reservations and
information.
The Center Church Concert Series presents Richard Provost,
classical guitarist, on Sun., Nov. 11.
The Springfield Symphony Orchestra Masterpiece Concert
performs in the Paramount-Sanderson Theatre on Tues., Nov. 13.
For more information, call 413-733-2291.
A concert by folksinger Nancy Tucker will be held at Trinity
College on Friday, November 16, at 9:00 in Hamlin Hall. The event
is sponsored by Trinity Women's Center and the Folk Society.
The Trinity College Concert Choir will present its fall concert on
Friday, November 16' and Sunday, Novmber 18 at 8:15 in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
THEATRE
The Long Wharf Theatre presents Lillian Hellman's Watch On
the Rhine, directed by Arvin Brown, from Oct. 4-Nov. 11. From Oct.
16-Jan. 13, David French's Jitters, directed by Bill Glassco in State
II performs. Starting Nov. 15- Dec. 23, the musical Partners, written
and composed by Jeffrey Moss and directed by Mike Nichols,
premiers. For more information, call (203) 787-4284.
The Aetna players present Neil Simon's Come Blow Your Horn,
directed by George Dusthoff, on Nov. 9 and 10 at 8 PM. Call
247-0842 for reservations.
Arthur Schnitzler's La Rondo, directed by George Nichols III,
performs in the Goodwin Theatre of thoAustin Arts Center Nov. 8-9
at 8:00 PM and Nov. 10 at 2:00 PM.
The Jesters will present "Sexual Perversity in Chicago"
November 14-16, in the Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
Emlyn Williams in "Dylan Thomas Growing U p " will be
presented by the Theatre Arts Department November 17. For.more
information, call Austin Arts Front Desk;
'
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The Town-Gown Lecture Series presents Mr. CSetffgei'Nichols III,
prof, of theatre arts, speaking on the subject of Hartford In the 30's>
Drama and Dance, on Tues., Nov. 6,at 10:30 AM in the Austin Arts

ON NOVEMBER 13,
WEDE PUTTING THE S0PHOMORIC
BACK INTO COLLEGE HUMOR.
AND THE HHSHMEN, JUNIORS, SENIORS
AND OftAD STUDENTS SHOULD BE THERE TOO!
It's a public television show with a difference You
^
"Good Grief America" is a free-form sequence ol Irreverent blackouts,
spontaneous one-liners, outrageous pa'Odras. put-downs and put-ons An
anthology of slde-splltiing songs, skits and satire The best of college humor
The plovers? The cast includes Jaime Widdoes from Anlmol Hauwl. Singer Sieve
Goodman Gary Goodrow. Sean Kolioy and Elaine Psihountas from the offBroadway smash National Lampoon't '.wnmlngi. Shsiley Sane from Groom And
comic Jeff Greenlield
"Good Grief America" is the pilot program o( a proposed new public tew'sion
series A realistic, honest, witty silly ar\a laugh-Mod appraisal of America And we
want you there Participating
Connecticut Public Television will videoiape "Good Grief America' before a live
audience ol Woolsey Hall on Tuesday. November 13 at 3 p m Tickets aie 'ree in
tact, there oren'l any tickets Just come laugh And iov our friends

WOOI3EY HALL, YAUE UNIVERSITY
TUESDAY, NOV. 13 AT 8 PM
fc:##ft%:ft:ft%::^

PMONK 847-O263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
'JOHN W. DULKA, PROP.

218 NEW BRITAIN AVE,
HARTFORD.CONN

(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)
*:•£>:•:•:*:*:•:•

•

LECTURES

cont. from p. IT
surprising, due to the blatant together, out of heartbroken love,
'Although both the actors, fairness of Patrice and Nathalie and one feels that these two - Patrice
Marais and Cologne, are gorgeous- their super-human qualities. There and Nathalie - will meet again and
each epitomizing the ideal man and is an underlying statement con- relive the same struggle. A note is
woman; and although the acting is cerning what man and woman inserted in the credits which states,
'handled effectively, and in keeping should ideally be. However, it is "the same legends are reborn time
with Dellanoy's melodramatic difficult to concretely support this and time again without the heroes'
style, the characters are somewhat assertion since the movie is more knowledge.,." Truthfully, the story
unconvincing underneath their or less based on an ancient epic- leaves one with a sense of the
beauty and perfection. The "evil" before the existence of fascism. It futility of this love; in this aspect,
•characters, also, are shallow, is interesting to consider, though, Cocteau, and Delannoy were
Contrasting the {lawlessness of whether there were any im-successful. It is sad to think that
Patrice and Nathalie and despite plications which the Nazis wished - Tristan and Iseut, or Patrice and
the absence of depth, the to stress.
Nathalie will exist again to love so
(
malevolent characters are more
passionately tormented; or that any
easily understood by the audience
Elements
of Nietzschean unpleasant or tragic affair could
•because of the human closeness of philosophy also pervade the moral possibly be reborn and recreated.
their petty hates and jealousies. of this tale. Nietzshe writes in Thus
L'Eternel Retourne is definitely Spoke Zsrathustra, "all things
worth seeing, even considering the recur eternally and we ourselves
few weaknesses mentioned before. with them, and that we have
Not only is it an enjoyable - already existed an infinite number
coat, from p . 10
•romantic fairy-tale, but it also of times before and all things with
Hershfield's
entrance and
contains interesting theoretical and us." The theory of the eternal restatement of the theme was clean
possibly political commentaries. recurrence is supposedly one of and energetic. However, as the
Cocteau's obsessions.
This
piece progressed, vigor was lost
At the- time of this movies •phenomena is evident in the due to problems of intonation. The
'premier, many critics felt there thwarted love which is only satis- Work took on a harried rathef than
were undertones of( fascist fied and yesolved at the lover's an optimistic character. Despite
propaganda. This asumption is not deaths. When they pass away the great length of the second
movement, Hershfield's breadth of
*•••••••*•••**+**
expression managed to carry the
music along. The beautiful theme
of the Andante section requires a
great deal of expansiveness to
maintain the upward pull of the
piece.

Thinking of
Law School?

Arts Calendar

**

LaTtoncte

The Trinity Theatre' Department's production "La Ronde" will
be presented this coming weekend.
November 8-11, 8:00, at the
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. For tickets and in. formation, please call the Austin
Arts Box Office, 527-6062.
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Women ys JV Tennis

Men 's JV Soccer .
Trinity's JV Soccer Team, coached by that
dynamic duo of Randy Pearsall and John Kelly,
ended their season at 4-5-1 as they fell to the Lord
Jeffs of Aiftherst 2-1 this past week. Trinity
tallied first when fullback "Jim Hager overlapped
on a play and sent it past the Jeff goalie. But
Amherst ca.me back with two to take the lead
befote the half. It was wet and cold, and despite
fine play by,Kirk Reynolds and John Simons, the
second half was impotent, and Amherst emerged
the winner. Trinity managed a second score, but
it was disallowed.

/

Joe Reineman scored the
winning goal late in the second half
as AD defeated Trinity's Field
Hockey Stars (composed of Varsity
and JV players, managers, and
coaches) 3-2 in their annual clash.
Dottie Bundy scored first for
the Hockey Stars, putting it in on a
shot across the net from the right
side. Sherry Benzel, another
Varsity stalwart, put it in from her
left wing position.
While the Varsity women did
well against the boys from Vernon
Street, AD's faster and harder
hitting team did well when Trinity's
JV was on the field. Jon Oiear was
awesome defensively, and, Peter

•Greenfeaf got off some tremendous
drives from the most awkward
positions. Doug Bennett and Gil
Benz were all over the field with
their fast feet, and Maxwell Edusei,
a ringer from Ghana, was simply
amazing at face-offs.
For the Actual Players Parsons
Witbeck, Laurie Fergusson, and
Lisa Parker all played well. Ro
Spier got off some good charges at
the goal. Sue Haff wore an interesting top and Lisa Nolen's socks
failed to match. Also Mary Braman
was outstanding at fullback. :
There was a unique, strong, and
slightly wacky playing appearance
by Coach Rita Kane, and managers
Laughlin and. Train played well in
: the cold.

rw

'tt* B B'B'B

FIELD HOCKEY: over the week-end Trinity's all-star Field Hockey
Players.will compete, a* ; jth»;ftnal North East Tournament at,
£oomis*Chaffee scn°°J in Windsor, to determine who wijj represent'
the North East in the Nationals.
SJLS-BJLB-S-g.O.° 8 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 «»

The JV Football Team lost a close one to
Amherst this past week 12-6. The Lord Jeffs
scored first, and then the Bantams tied it up
when Dan McNamara lofted a 10 yard scoring
pass to Dave Betey. At the half it was still 6,-6.
Outstanding for the Bantams was Tight End Ben
Baron, as well as defender Al Subbloie, who
intercepted a pass. But in the end it was Amherst
12-6.

'

by Dave Quackenljos

In a close, well-played match,
The Hurricane surged from behind
to defeat DKE, 5-2, for the Intramural Soccer Championship.
Mohamud Farah scored three
times and Bruce Berg twice to lead
the Hurricane past the tough DKE
squad. DKE jumped to a 2-1 lead in
the first half, as Charles Guck
banged in two goals after Berg
opened the scoring in the game.
DKE was displaying their potent
attack with many crisp passes and
some delt ballhandling by the likes
of Captain Topper Shutt, among
others. The Hurricane, however,
was able to stay close with some
tough defense and a penetrating

on the Varsity level.
Autumn was an excellent time
for Tennis. Trinity's Women's
Varsity Racquet Squad posted a 6-3
record, won the Connecticut State
Championships, and finished third
in New England surrounded by
major university powerhouses.

Make check payable to U.S. Olympic Committee,
RO Box 1980-P, Cathedral Station, Boston, MA 02118
Name
Address
City
. .

Please send me the symbol oi support checked below.
Belt Buckle ($10) • Winter Games Tote Bag.1$25)
a Ski Cap ($25)
3 Bookends($50)

n

Your contribution is tax tifducUblc "'

offense; both teams were showing was powered by Ken Gouiet and
why they won their respective Nick Dowling at the fullbacks, and
divisions. The contest was knotted Tim Rosa and John McAllister at
up at 2-2 as Berg booted in his the halfbacks. Brian Roberts
second goal, and the half ended. gobbled up many powerful DKE
The close battle in the opening blasts in front of the goal ; to
half set up the second half show put counter the stifling."defense of
on by Mohamud Farah. Despite the DKE's Barry Brockway and John
aggressjve DKE defense, Farah Shopard.
In the contest between the
exhibited an arsenal of superb
footwork and some explosive shots- divisions' second place finishers,
on-goal to lead the team to victory. AD edged Psi U 4-3, on a last
Supported by the strong play of minute goal by John Olear. Gil
Pete Evans, Captain Dave Doe. Ben/ also scored for AD in what
Tim Rosa, Pete Hill, and the agile ^ was also a close, exciting
foot of Bruce Berg, Farafr scored '. showdown. Both games, however,
three goals to forge the final 5-2 were ended prematurely due to .darkness,-. which t marred an
score.
The Hurricane defense, which otherwise entertaining show of the
intramurals's best teams.
stopped DKE in the second naif

by Nick Noble

Without your help, we cant afford to win.

A $
u
contribution
is enclosed

Next week Tripod sports will feature coverage of
Wesleyan Soccer and Football games. Waterpolo's excursion to the Easterns, and the Field
Hockey Ail-Star Tournament.

Hurrican e ISL Champions

For first year Head Coach Sue
McCarthy the 1979 campaign was a
challenge, an experience, and a
personal triumph. Faced with the
graduation from last year's team of
a pair of important seniors (number
one player Muffy Rogers and
doubles star Sue Levin) McCarthy
realized that-this season would not
be, an easy one. The '79 Bantams
featured some excellent players,
but very little depth or Varsity
experience in the doubles
positions.

Zip

Next Week In TRIPOD Sports

Women's Varsity

Lake Placid 1980,
illy homeadv.
beyoursupi

State

As the more perceptive among our readers
may notice, Alex Magoun did not mention
himself in. this week's Cross Country article. The
Tripod Sports Editors would like to congratulate
Mr. Magoun on what must have been a most
exhausting and demanding bit of humility.
However, credit is due where credit is due, and
so we will cover his exploits here: In last
Saturday's meet he finished second overall, ten
seconds behind the front-runner. At the team's
awards ceremony he copped the Objective
Sportswriting Award for the third straight year
and was elected Co-Captain once again.

Trinity's Women's JV Tennis team ended
their frustrating season of'79 at 1-5. The Bantam
Racqueteer's only victory this fall was a sweeping
shutout of Manchester Community Colelge. Beth
Pruett and Ellin Carpenter posted a winning
record as the JVs First doubles team, while Cathy
Schwartz was winning singles star with a 5-1 JV
mark.

JV Football

AD-3, Field Hockey-2
by Nick Noble ,

More Magoun

•

Yet time and again McCarthy's
troops rallied under pressure to
come up with a winning record and
several individual successes.
• Eilleen Kern and Brenda Erie both
were strong playing in the top four
singles positions. Kern finished up
with a 7-2 record, while Erie split
sets in a late-night duel against
Harvard, thus ending at 6-2-1.
Another member of the
premier Varsity singles quartet was
Dena Kaplan, who went 5-3 for the
fall. All of Kaplan's victories were
in straight sets, while all of her
losses went down to the wire. Dede
i Seeber was also impressive at 6-3

Coach McCarthy on her
players: "They all worked very
hard, accepting a new coaching
style and a new approach to the
sport. I know it wasn't easy for
them, but they cooperated well.
There was good communication
between the players and the

Faith Wilcox maintained the
most outstanding Varsity singles
record throughout the autumn. She
was 9-1" on the year; providing the
squad with consistently excellent
play. Her stabilizing efforts proved
';••.••
the edge to Trinity's victory more coach."
than once. She won all her matches
in straight sets, and her only loss
McCarthy on the season: "It
came at the hands (and arms, feet, was wonderful. I started out w',n
and racquet) of Harvard's number doubts, but the players all worked
five player in straight sets.
together and we carte out winners.
I was happy with the season- it was
" But by far the mainstay of the a real team effort."
1979 Women's Tennis season was
To come out a winner in what
three-yeaY Captain Wendy Jenmight
be called, because of its lack
nings. Jennings was the team's
niiniber two player in her freshman of depth and experience, ajjuiiding
year, number one her sophomore ye^r, has solidified the strength of
year, back to number two last fall the Women's Tennis program at
(with the return from Dartmouth Trinity. Through their terrific
of Muffy Rogers), and number one display of racqueteering shown at
again this year. As a sophomore the New Englands, Trinity once
she won the C onn State singles again (despite a harrowing loss to
championship, came in third as a underdog Tufts) proved themselves
Junior (Rogers was the champion), the premier small college Women's
and took the title again this yearr- Texinis Team in New England..
- Her 6=3 record against the toughest
•opposition- mofe-: than- iJid^si
r Special. credit should go to Ann
credit, and her thirty-four career* Pfister, whd,= though unable to
dual-meet matches won is a Trinity play, supported the team as its
record.
manager. She also made a great
contribution to the teams us an
Coach McCarthy, reflecting on unofficial coach:
her dehut as a Head Coach: "It was
hard for me, going into a new sport
Ail but Jennings will return nex(
in the same system. There's a big fall, and with the addition of
difference between coaching an several freshmen io round out any
individual sport like; tennis and depth difficulties, the winning
coaching a team sport like Field tradition should continue to
Hockey. It was a real challenge." flourish on Summit Hill.
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Football Drenched By Amherst 27-6
by Dave Smith
A powerful ;Lord Jeff squad
from Amherst scored on their first
play from scrimmage and went on
to crush Trinity 27-6 last Saturday.
The Bantams moved the ball
effectively, getting more first
downs and more total offense than
their opponents. But the Lord Jeffs
capitalized on many costly Bantam
turnovers, running up a 21-0 first
half lead. :
Amherst took the opening
kickoff at their own 36 yard line.
Oh the premier play, sophomore
Dave Grenier broke through the
Sine and then outraced everyone to
go 64 yards for a touchdown. With
just 12 seconds gone, Amherst led
7-0.

•

•

.

.

'

•

•

-

Junior quarterback
Gary
-Palmer "brought the Bantam offense out and quickly marched
(hem downfield. Behind the strong
running of Bill Holden and Mike
Elia, Trinity moved inside the Lord
Jeff 30 yard line. The drive was
stopped when the Bantams could
not convert on fourth and 2.
Following a Lord Jeff punt, the
Bants moved effectively once
again. This, time, a Barry Bucklin
fumble ended the Trinity drive.
Amherst QB Chris Teare used just
13 plays to move 75 yards for the
second Lord Jeff score. The key
play of the drive was a long fake
punt run by Dave Oleszewski.
Teare capped the series with a oneyard Burst an,d Amherst held a 14-0

first period advantage.
The Lord Jeffs put another
touchdown on the board with just
36 seconds remaining in the first
stanza as Teare hit tight end Art
Hyde on a five-yard pass.
Down 21-0, Palmer tried to get
the Bants on the Scoreboard. After
completing a few quick passes,
Palmer went deep to his favorite
receiver,
Pat
McNamara.
McNamara hauled in the pass at
the goal line but fell a foot shy of a
touchdown as time ran "out in the
half.
The second half was dominated
by defense as both teams closed off
the opposing offensive attack.
a Amherst was able to widen their
lead to 27-0,in the third quarter/as
Teare, who was 11 for 18 for 134.
yards, hit Bob Hurwitz on a 41 yard
bomb to ice the game for the Lord
Jeffs,
The Bantams managed to avoid
a shutout late in the final period as
' freshman Mike Elia scooted over
from a yard out to close the scoring
at 27-6.
Next week finds* the Bantams
meeting Wesleyan, at HOME, for
Alumni Weekend. Last year, Trin
quaffed the Cardinal's hopes for a
championship season, and not only
that, they did it on (he Wes field.
The red-«hirted rivals wi^ certainly
be anxious to avenge that loss. A
win for the Bants over Wesleyan
will be vastly satisfying, even if it
culminates a disappointing 3-5
/ s e a s o n .

•••••
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Quarterback Gary Palmer readies toteceive the snap from center Art Stern in Saturday's 27-6 loss to
Amherst.
, photo by Amy Poliyes

f

Sports Scene From The Summit

,:•

by Nick Noble
i

;>*•

Chuck Tiernan, defensive leader and Captain, talks with teammate
Tom McGowan on the sidelines.
photo by Amy Polayes

This Week In Trinity Sports
VARSITY SOCCER* takes on Wesleyan this Wednesday for their
final game of the year. Last fall the underdog Bantams upset the
playoff bound Cardinals 2-1, and Goalie Tom " Adil was
player-of-the-week. Trinity is hoping for another such win. On the
weekend Homecoming is highlighted by the Alumni Soccer game in
the morning.
"
VABSITY FOOTBALL: meets Wesieyan this Saturday, in front of
the Homecoming crowd. Last year Trinity's win clinched the New
England title. This year they are seeking their third win, and PatMcNamara is looking to break Ron Duckett's touchdown record
which he tied against Coast Guard.
WATERPOLO: Trinity's New England champions travel to the
Easterns to take on" the best from Maine to Florida, led by Ted
• Murphyj Mike Hinton, and Rich Katzman.
•••-• <

•

•

Now is the time. Some might say its overdue. Still others, always cautious, might say "Hold on,
now. Wait." But it seems pretty obvious to me. The Trinity Waterpolo Club won the New England
Championship this past weekend. Now is the time for them to be declared the Trinity Varsity
Waterpolo Team.
.
This isn't a challenge, of a complaint, or a swipe at the Athletic Advisory Council. This is a simple
statement of how I feel. Any team that can represent Trinity College in an intercollegiate sport and
come away with the New England Championship in that sport is deserving of Varsity status.
Oh I realize there ajreobjections. They coach themselves - so what? They are successful with that
system. There is a moratorium, so to speak, on elevating any more men's sports to Varsity status
while there is still an inequity between the men's and the women's programs. But when it comes down
to a team that really deserves it, isn't that reverse discrimination, plain old sexism?
Then of course there is the financial impact. I realize that this is an era of belt-tightening and
accountability. But if Trinity athletics on an intercollegiate level are truly honors programs for the
college's best athletes in that sport, then what sport deserves Varsity status more - the team who is in .
perrenial'cha*mpionship contention, or the one that hasn't had a winning season in the past decade? If
the choice is between on or the Other - and I hope it never comes down to that - the decision would
seem obvious.
Maybe, however, all Varsity sports should look into a little belt-tightening. Then perhaps there
would be room for Waterpolo, and their eight year tradition of success. How much more of an
expense, after all, would be the assumption of full financial responsibility for a team that practices
wearing less than a square yard of material, coaches themselves, and sets up their own schedule.
The touchy problem is, of course, Title IX, and the existing inequity between men's and women's
sports at Trinity. The solution is a simple one: elevate more Women's Sports to the Varsity level.
Which ones, you say? Well, Softball leaps to mind immediately. This will be the fourth year oi
inte-rcollegiate Women's Softball at Trinity, and the club has established a competitive record, albeit
living with the stigma of being a "club" sport. There is, after all, a philosophy that feels a club should
give everyone the oportunity to play, regardless of skill. Yet that same club is.being scrutinized from
above for signs of success that will deem it worth of a Varsity mantle.^
A~ strange paradox, and one that causes wonder: Trinity's Softball Club has won a greater
percentage of her games in the three seasons I have witnessed at Trinity than has the Varsity Baseball
Team in that same time span. The women have hit for a higher average, fielded about-as well, and
pitched better, considering they lack the depth the male sport is (at times unfortunately) blessed with.
Of course they are different games, but they are judged within the confines of their own sport relative
to their competition.
Women's Softball, then, seems most deserving of the honor this year. Women's Soccer and Track
have both shown signs of life, and perhaps in a year could be so raised up\
My research has uncovered a very interesting fact. Once upon a time it was deemed acceptable for
players on Club sports to receive special Varsity letters in that sport for their contributions to the
Trinity athletic scene. Jonathan Frank was so honored in Ice Hockey. There were others as well- This
allowed the Athletic Advisory Council to establish a definite Club/Varsity split, while crossing it with
special exceptions manaifested by individual excellence.
Last year both Rob Calgi and Kent Reilly might have been worthy of such recognition. Still, it was
hard for the Coach to recommend such a gesture, since they themselves were coaching the team. This
year perhaps one or more among Hinton and Company might deserve such a accolade. Lorraine
deLabry and Carol McKenzie would be defninite candidates for such recognition in Softball, if the
• Sport is not exalted before this Spring, as would Lanier Drew and Kathy Schlein in Track and Sally
Larkin in Soccer, should fate take its time in seeing those sports to Varsity status.
Today both Waterpolo and Softball, tomorrow Women's Track and Soccer. I'll make it in the form
of a polite request: please, Athletic Advisory Council, won't you recognize these sports? If not these
sports, then these specific teams; if not these teams, then these athletes...
They deserve it. Now is the time.
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Parker MVP For 8-2-1 Field Hockey
by Nick Noble
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fifteen goal, three assist performance extended her own career
The value of a player's per- mark to 39 goals and 12"assists
formance throughout any given (fourth on the all-time assist list) for
season in any given sport cannot be a record 51 points.
measured in simple statistics. Too
In goal freshman Anne Collins
often people do not see beyond the tied Anne Warner's record of 21
tally of goals scored or shots saves in one game, this fall versus
stopped, and they fail to un- Brown. She. also equalled the
derstand the true element of value- single season mark for saves with
the intangibles that combine to 64, tying both Warner and Karen
produce an athletic performance Blakeslee of an earlier era. Collins
thai is a catalyst to success.
set one record .exclusively foi
Lisa Parker, a halfback with herself: five shutouts in seven
two Varsity assists for her career Varsity starts, posting a 5-1-1
scoring total, was1 named Most record.
Valuable Player for this fall's Field
Seven seniors, the largest
Hockey Team. She was elected Co- upperclass contingent in the
Captain of the 1979 team while history of Trinity Field Hockey,
spending her junior autumn closed out their careers this fall.
abroad. Her sophomore year she Their talent, inspiration, and inhad been a JV player writing ar- fluence will be sorely missed.
ticles for the Tripod. Her first game
Lisa Parker, this fall's MVP, has
as Captain was also her first already been mentioned. She was
Varsity contest ever.
one-half of a Co-Captaincy that
She was the steadiest, most provided the club with strong
reliable player throughout the leadership.
season, rarely making mistakes,
Laurie Fergusson was the other
always stopping enemy drives, and side of that tandem. The skillfull
consistently setting up the Bantam wing was named to the 2nd
offense with well placed drives. But Division "A" North East All-Star
her real value was in her leader- squad. A truly talented, resourceful
ship- her vocal encouragement and player, she had started on the
unflagging example. Her Most Trinity Varsity for three years, and
Valuable playing set the tempo of played in every game of the unTrinity's 1979 achievements.
beaten streak.
The Varsity Field Hockey
Lorraine deLabry Was the
Team battled through an eleven team's third leading scorer this
game ..s-seheduje,, (eight.- regular autumn. A Varsity halfback, over
season arid' three ; in;the,North.East, the last two seasons, she was
Tourney) to post an 8-2-1 record converted to the forward line this
overall. They set a pair of records year by Coach Sheppard, and
as a team. They fell one short of an responded with some heads-up
jM^SBiiiiWji^ecord for consecutive play. Her finest hour was against
games without-a loss by a Varsity Williams this season, when her lone
team, running a sixteen-contest goal gave the Bantams a 1-0
unbeaten skein before falling to victory. She was named to the 3rd
Wesleyan. That, mark was also two AU-Star squad in the Division.
short of the Bantam record at any
Carol McKenzie was the last of
level- 18 in a row set by Fresh- the three seniors who had spent all
man/ JV Football. '
four years of college involved in
The outstanding defense also the Trinity Field Hockey program,
goals in eleven games, an 0.9 goals
per game average equalled only by
the 1973 defense.
Several individual marks were
also, achieved. Dynamite Dottie
Bundy notched a quartet of hattricks, to lead the team in scoring
for the third straight year. Her

intelligent, aggressive fullback, she
was an integral part of last fall's
undefeated team, arid played an
important role on the record
setting defense during that campaign, which allowed the fewest
shots on goal per game of any
Trinity defense in ten years. This

Dottie Bundy, Trinity's all-time leading scorer, trails Ro Spier in the freezing cold against
Middlebury. Spier trailed Bundy in the scoring ranks for the season.
'
-.
.
photo by Nick Noble
year the defense set another ten games of undefeated brilliance. demonstrated once again what it
record, and McKenzie supplied the Still, she returned her senior year takes to be a winner. She led
important element of leadership to become one-quarter of Trinity's Trinity to its 50th Field Hockey
and experience. She is now playing Four Fabulous Fullbacks, setting a victory this fall, over Brown 4-3.
defensive record; Her performance
on, the 2nd All-Star team.
Coach Sheppard shouldn't fret
Cindy Higgins came into her was once characterized by Coach too much about the future, despite
own this season with some brilliant Sheppard as "walking softly but the departure of her seven
stickwork to halt many an enemy carrying a big stick." Her "lion- stalwarts. The high-scoring pair of
charges', Dottie Bundy and Ro Spier will be
drive. As a sophomore she first int<i:jamb>r: upfield
went out for the team and m'ade the challenging opposing forwards for back, as will Captain-elect Lisa
JV. She was named Most-Improved - the ball, are memories that will Lori]lard,,_a. First «&&"» AU-Star at
Player that fall, and returned to see never he forgotten.
halibackr^econdfTeam All-Stars
Varsity service the next year.
frina Abbott also spent her Lisa Nolen and Ginny Gardner are
Platobned at full, she did yeoman junior year away, but upon her also juniors.
work her Junior year, and this return she joined the Varsity to
In the goal freshman Anne
season her efforts have been in- anchor down the center-half Collins, who amazed the North
valuable. A mainstay of the record- position, platooned with Lisa East with her performance and
Nolen. _.Her_ jjnest.JioTjrs .were....sul«.eauenti,sele.ctipn,..to the Fir§t
Cindy Higgins has left her mark on against Williams, where her All-Star Team, will return. A good
dazzling defensive play kept the goalie can make a world of difTrinity Field Hockey.
Francie Plough was a Varsity game close, and against Smith, ference. And strong players will be
fullback her sophomore year, and where she scored on a penalty up from this year's 3-1-2 JV,
Geraldine Klauber, who won the
so was around for the beginning of stroke.
Several others provided a Most Improved Player award, was
the fabled rush at the unbeaten
record. But stit spent her junior mainstay of "support during this only a freshman this year. Parsotts
year abroad, and so missed out on year's Field Hockey campaign. Witbeck set a JV record by leading
Assistant Coach Rita Kane was the squad in scoring from the
always on hand-to keep morale fullback position with five
bubbling
and
effervescent. successful penalty strokes.
Manager Laura Laughlin froze for
While we always have the
two days at Skidmore working for golden memories , of yesterday,
the team
Errol Train was her' there is as much to look forward to
assistant throughout the regular in tomorrow.
season. Coach Robin Sheppard -

Rugby Falls
In Tufts Tourney

Their last time together: the seven seniors and two coaches of Field Hockey's 8-2-1 1979 campaign
unwind casually for the camera at the close of the North East Tourney. From left to right: Cindy
Higgins, Laurie Fergusson, Lisa Parker, Asst. Coach RHa Kane, Lorraine deLabry, Francie Plough,
Coach Sobln Sheppard. In front are Carol McKenzie and Trina Abbott.
photo by Nick Noble

by Nick Noble
Trinity's Rugby Club travelled
to Medford, Massachusetts this
past weekend to play in an invitational tournament. Four teams
were engaged in action: Tufts,
Tufts Alumni; Babson, and the
Bantams.
.•
It was a cold, wet weekend,-the
field checkered with puddles. The
Tufts Alumni defeated Trinity in
the opening game 15-0, thereby
eliminating the Bantams from the
tournament.
The Jumbo Grads were older
than all but one of the •' Trinity
players, and had the advantage of
size and experience. They averaged
five to six years of Rugby experience for each of them. The
Trinity backs were quicker on the
whole, but they were slowed down
by the inclement elements.
•

The Tufts Alums scored a try
ten minutes into the game. They
brought the ball down into Trinity's
end,' where the Bantams put up a
fierce goal-line stand. But off a 5yard scrum they put it over and the
kick was good, to put them up 6-0.
Prom then on it was a close,
exciting game. For Trinity Rusty
Nisbett, Peter Greenleaf, and Rich
Leroux all played well. Then in the
last five minutes the Jumbo Oldsters scored again, made good the
kick, and added a field goal ro
triumph 15-0.
The loss leaves the Bantamt
final record at 2-1-1. The team
benefited from the coaching
assistance of Neville Dougherty,
who will be working with the squad
full time in the'Spring. Anyone
interested in playing spring Rugby
contact Captain Dave, Johnson.
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Waterpolo No. 1 In New England!
by Mike Htaton

Division Two school in New England and next weekend they are
After six years of establishing a
going to try and prove they are the
Water Polo program at Trinity best on ihe East Coast. In the
College, the Ducks have finally, course of this contest several
done it—they are the New England achievements should be noted.
Champions. They are the best
First, Mike HLnton became the

all-time point scorer in Trinity
College's history. Richard Katzman also scored a hundred points
to become the fifth person to
achieve this goal. Katzman was
also voted to the All New England
team. Mike Hinton, Ted Murphy

Harriers Sweep Tri-Meet, Finish 7-8
by Alex Magoun
In an awesome display of team
depth and stellar individual performanees,- the...Trinity AquaHarriers swept Clark and Quinnipiac under very moist conditions
Saturday. The soggy Trin-men
crunched Clark 25-34 and quelled
Quinnipiac 24-37 to finish at 7-8,
the best record in some time.
Dtiwn
brought
nothing
remotely icsembling a rosy finger
or a ray of sunshine, and for the
fifth and last time Ihis season the
Bantam cross-country team would
run in the wet. Quinnipiac's Eric
Lecko took the lead in the first mile
anil won in 26:14,' ten seconds
ahead of Trinity's first runner.
The cold rain added 20-25
seconds to the runners' times, arid
this meant that several Bantams
capped the season with personal
bests. Senior Paul Rasmussen,
running before his visiting parents,
missed his desired fifth place
overall by one. Rasmussen still
peaked with a time of 27:30, and
the sixth place finish is his best as a
collegian.
Four seconds behind him was

man earned considerable respect
for his uninhibited regurgitative
abilities, and he should represent
Trinity well in the next three years
as a varsity runner.
Seniors Jay Garrahan, Henry
Strom and Bob Keyes all enjoyed
personal bests for a five mile
course. Their notable improvement
this Fall leads one to regret that
they didn't join the team earlier.
Next year offers the usual
cluster of questions. The team
returns its first three runners, and
McKeown makes four, but their
times range over a span of three
minutes. To successfully survive a
, season of the current duration,
these runners and any quality
freshmen will have to stay together
to avoid the stagnation that some
harriers suffered this year. It also
remains to be seen whether Chris
Oakley, Doug Brooks, and Dave
Muskat rebound from their various
afflictions to recoup their onceseen abilities. For the present year,
however, the present team can
bask in their best season in thirteen
One of their replacements in the
years, and their possession of the
next few years will doubtless be
best record of a male varsity team
Tom McKebwn, who ran a superb
this semester.
personalbest of 28:38. This fresh-

Matt Smith, who flared the first
half mile in about 2:20. "I swear I
thought I had taken a wrong turn
somewhere," the mild-mannered
sophomore said later. Those who
overtook Smith did so in the next
quarter mile, after which he held
seventh for the rest of the race.
Bob Williams closed out a
checkerboard season with ninth
place in 28:05, but took some
solace in his election as co-captain
for next year at the break-up party
in St. Anthony's castle that afternoon. This year's senior cocaptain, Alex-Sherwood, arrived at
the finish with fellow senior Mike
Melp in 28:30. Sherwood holds the
distinction of being the only senior
to endure four years of harrying,
including the end of Trinity crosscountry's dark ages in his. freshman
and sophomore years. Melo, on the
other hand, avoided those early
years and put in massive doses of
mileage over the last two summers
to enjoy the harriers' two best
.seasons since 1965-1966.

and Line Collins were all voted to
the second All-New England team.
On Saturday the Ducks battled
two tough teams, UConn.and B.C.
In their first game the Ducks
trounced the Huskies 13-11. In a
game closer than it should have
been,, the Ducks pulled through on
superior talent that they knew they
possessed. Their starting team
proved,^ awesome. Even the
Ducklings saw lots of action. Kyle
Parrow, Dave Pike, and J.C.
Chandler showed that Trinity did,
in fact, have the best bench in New
England. Meantime, Hinton,
Katzman, and Murphy seemed to
score at will, combining time after
time to pummel the opposing
goalie.
Boston College, the Ducks'
second opponent, proved tougher.
At the half, the score was 6-6 but in
the second half things were different. Line Collins was incredible,
stopping 15 B.C. shots as Trinity
shut out their opponents, scoring
six goals of their own in the second
half to claim the 12-6 victory.
In the Semi-Finals, the Ducks
faced an inexperienced yet extremely psyched Williams College
squad. The Hartford stalwarts
displayed a less dominant style of
action, and prevailed by an 11- 10
score that-appears closer than the
game actually was. The entire
Trinity squad saw extensive action.
All of the Ducklings proved
themselves and can no longer be
called Ducklings. It is hard to
single out any one dominant
performance, as they were all

great. If anything, it was the Duck's
bench that pulled them through the
tournament.
At the , conclusion of the
Williams game, the Ducks were
beat; they could not imagine
playing another game. However,
URI was psyched and thought they
were going to destroy the Ducks.
Even through the first period of the
championship, the Roadies held an
edge as the score was three to one.
But from the opening whistle of
the second period the Ducks took
command of the game. From that
point on, the game was never in •
question as the Ducks outscored
URI, 6-2.
The third and fourth periods
were important as they established
next year's team. Collins, Adam,
Houk, Merin and Pike displayed a
talent they did not possess earlier
this year. Tic Houk and Len Adam
tied for leading scorers with Mike
Hinton. They showed that the
Ducks would not be hurting next
year. This showed the unity the
Ducks lacked all year. They pulled
it all together and were New
England Champions.
Overall for the tournament,
Katzman was the leading scorer for.
Trinity with twelve goals while they
each had over seven assists. Franck
Wobst, Murphy, Adam and Houk
were high up their in the point
totals. However, this coming
weekend, they are going to have to
pull it all together again for the
Easterns, held in McMSWtoW*
West Virginia, Aloha - see you at
the Easterns!
. .

Varsity Soccer Drops Pair, Now 2-8
by William Bullard
In a distinctly grim week, the
Trinity Soccer team fell victim to
the Coast Guard Academy and to
Amherst, plunging their record this
season to 2-8.
. •
On a warm and sunny Tuesday,
a fine day for soccer, the* highly
disciplined Coast Guard Academy
came to Hartford for an afternoon
game. In a performance that
perhaps best reflected
the
frustration of this season, the
Bantams were lethargic at first, and
when they did .arise from their
slumber, they found themselves
unable to climb out of the hole they
had created. Coast Guard did live
up to its billing as a solid defensive
team
with
little
creative
imagination on offense.
The first hah1 witnessed some
very poor soccer, and the home
team
seemed
unusually
lackadaisical. In their'usual-rigid .
style, the Coasties hustled, slidetackled ferociously, and outplayed
Trinity in the air. Overall, the play
was quite evenly matched, as the
Bantams were occasionally able to
use their superior skills to offset the
Guard's pressing defense. The
extra effort exerted by the visitors
paid off when, on one of their few
good chances of the half, a Coast
Guard forward was left unmarked
and headed a cross past Tom Adit.
Trinity
squandered
a few
tremendous chances, and at halftime, they trailed 1-0.
It was pointed out that the
Coastie netminder had virtual
bricks for hands, ana that rebounds
would probably be forthcoming, As
t i e second half opened, the
oooterj seemed to haves regained

some of the old fire, and they
picked up the pace almost immediately. A fifteen minute period
of trying to beat the Coasties at
their own game ensued when the
notorious "Monster Midfield"
(almost 600 pounds of bulk in the
form of Captain Steve Slade, Tom
Chase, and Bill Miller) entered the
contest. The Bantams dominated
the play thereafter, and had several
good chances to tie the game at
one. They were unable to
capitalize, however, and Coast
Guard actually ran their lead to 2-0
oh a fine shot which floated over
Adil's head to seal their victory.
The conditions for Saturday's
tilt with Amherst were terrible, as
driving rain and vicious chill
combined to make the game uncomfortable. For the seniors, it was
one last chance to defeat an opponent that had squashed many
Trinity hopes in the past. Despite a
mediocre record, Amherst was
reportedly a talented team that did
not always play to their potential.
In the first half, the Lord Jeffs
appeared to be far less affected by .
the adverse weather, and they
thoroughly dominated the visitors.
Before a rain-dampened. Parents
Day crowd, Amherst opened the
scoring very early in the game,
banging in a loose ball off of a
corner kick. Before the stunned
booters could react, their hosts
attained a 2-0 advantage when an
Amherst midfielder fired a long
shot which skidded over the
outstretched body of Tom Adil.
Amherst continued to dominate
play, although Trinity sporadically
broke out of their end and advanced on long crosses to the
corners,
In the second half, the Bantams

Junior Scott Growney, high-scoring forward for the Bantam Booters, has played excellently in this, his
Photo by Charles Rosenfield
first college soccer season.
displayed a slightly more agressive second goal of the year. The Bantams assumed the familiar
style, slide tackling and fighting the embattled Lord Jeffs held of a few position of a desperate team
Jeffs for every ball. Trinity drew more attempts by»the visitors and needing a final win against archwithin a goal when a fine reverse- then proceeded to clinch the game rival Wesleyan (HOME, Wedspin direct kick by Jamie Kapteyn with a pair of tallies within minutes nesday, 3:00) to salvage a measure
glanced off the post and was driven of each other. The last Trinity of respectability for this difficult
home by JereTnly Meyer ior his assaults were rebuffed and the season.

